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Symbols,
ACRV
ACS
AFE
A&/
A1
ALARA
ALS
ALSPE
arn
AR
ARGPER
ARS
art-g
asc
ASE
AU
BIT
BITE
BLAP
BFO
BMR
C
CAB
CAD/C.AM
CAP
CELSS
CHC
CO
ckn
CM
c/o
CofF
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COSPAR
CO2
Cryo
C"3
C&T
CTV
d
DDT&E
DE
deg
desc
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Advanced crew recovery vehicle
Attitude contrul system
Aembr_e Flight F_er_ent
Attachment and integration
Aluminum
As low as reasonably achievable
Advanced Launch System
Anomalously large solar proton event
Atomic mass (unit)
Area r_io
Argument of perigee
Atmospheric revi_li_tion system
Artificial gravity
Ascent
Advanced space engine
AstronomicAl Unit (-149.6 million kin)
Built-in test
Built-in test equipmem
Boundary Layer Analysis Program
Blood-forming orgmls
Body mounted radiator
Degrees Celsius
C_-yogeui_ro_'_e
Compter-alded design/computer-aided manufacturing
Cryogenic all-propulsive
Drag eoe_t
Closed Environmental Life Support System
Crew health care
Centerofgravity
Liftcoefficient
Centimeter= 0.01meter
Crew module
Centerofmass
Check out
Cost of facilities
Conjunction
Committeeon SpaceResearchofthe Intemafiona_ Council ofScientific
Unions
Carbon dioxide
Cryogenic
Hyperbolicexcessvelocitysquared (inkm21s2)
CommunicationsandTelemetry
CargoTrampon Vehicle(operatesinEarthorbit)
days
Design, development, testing, and evaluation
Dose equivalent
Degrees
Descent
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DMS
dV
EA
Earr
Ec
ECCV
ECWS
ECLSS
EP
ESA
C.S.O.
ET
ETO
EVA
Fc
FD&D
Few
FEL
Ff
Fi
Fl
Fn
Fo
Fr;
FSE
Fs
F_
Fu
Fv
FYg8
g
GCNR
GCR
GEO
GN2
GN&C
GPS
Gy
hab
HD
HEI
HLLV
hrs
Data management system
Velocity change (AV)
Earth arrival
Earth arrival
Modulus of elasticity in compression
Earth crew capture vehicle
Element control work station
Environment control and life support system
propulsion
European Space Agency
Enginestartopponuni 
External Tank
Earth-to-orbit
Extra-vehicular activity
Cimulation efficiency factor
Fn'e Detection and Differentiation
Life support weight factor
First element launch
Specific floor count factor
Specific floor area factor
Aerobrake integration factor
Specific length factor
Nori_AliT_l spatial unit count factor
Path options factor
Useful perimeter factor
Parts count fact_
Proximity convenience factor
Plan aspect ratio factor
Section aspect ratio factor
Flightsupport exluipm_nt
Vault factor
Safe-haven splitfactor
Spatial unit number factor
Volume range factor
Fiscal Year 1988 (=October 1, 1987 to September 30, 1988.
other years)
AccelerationinEarthgravities(=aecderation/9.80665m/s2)
Gas corenuclearrocket
Galacticcosmic rays
G_synchrtmous Earth Orbit
Gaseous nitrogen
Guidance, navigation,and control
Global Positioning System
Gray (SI unit of absorbed radiation energy = 10 4 erg/gm)
Habitation
High Density
Human Exploration Initiative (obsolete for SEI)
Heavy lift launch vehicle
Hours
Similarly for
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hyg w
HZE
H2
H20
ICRP
IMLEO
in.
inb
IP&ED
IR&D
Isp
ISRU
JEM
JSC
k
keV
kg
klb
klbf
km
KM
KM/Scc
KM/SEC
ksi
LCC
L/D
LD
LDM
IF_L)
LET
LEV
LEVCM
Level II
LH2
LiOH
LLO
LM
LOR
LOX
LS
LTV
LTVCM
L2
In
[MmOnm
[MARSn 
MASE
MAV
Hygeine water
High atomicnumber and energyparticle
Hydrogen
Water
InternationalCommi._sion on RadiationProtection
Initialmass inlow Earthorbit
Inches
Inbound
ImplementationPlan and Element Description
Indelxmdantresearch and development
Specificimpulse (=thrust/massflow rate)
In-siremsour_ utilization
Japan Experiment Module (of SSF)
Johnson Space Center
klb
Thousand electronvolt
Kilograms
Kilopounds (thousandsofpounds. Conversion toSI units=4448 N/klb)
Kilopound forcc
Kilometers
Kilometers
Kilometers pcr second
Kilometers per second
Kilopounds per square inch
Lifecyclecost
Lift-to-dragratio
Low densi_
Long duranon mission
Low Earth ofl_t
Linear energy transf_
Lunar excursion vehicle
Lunar excursion vehicle crew module
Space Explm'afion Initiative project ot_icc, Johnson Space Center
Liquid hydrogen
Lithium hydroxide
Low Lunar orbit
Lunar Module
Lunar orbit rendezvous
Liquidoxygen
Lunar surface
Lunar transfervehicle
Lunar transfervehicle crew module
Lagrange point 2. A point behind the Moon as seen from the Earth which
has the same orbitalperiodasthemoon.
IVlelers
Western Union interplanetary telegram]
Mardan pornography]
Mission analysis and sys_m_s engineering (same as Level II q.v.)
Mars ascent vehi_
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LM/CbA
MCRV
me
MEOP
MeV
MEV
MLI
rra-n
MMH
MMV
MOC
MOI
rood
M&P
NIPS
MR
m/see
MSFC
Msi
mt
mT
M'I'BF
MTV
MWe
m3
N
rda
NASA
NCRP
NEP
NERVA
NIP
NSO
NTR
N204
OSE
OTIS
outb
02
PBR
Pc
PEEK
PEGA
P/L
Kyrv
pot w
PPU
prop
psi
PV
Ballistic coefficient (mass / drag coefficient times area)
Modified crew recovery vehicle
Mass ofelectron
Maximum expected operating pressure
Million electron volt
Mars excursion vehicle
Multi-laym" insulation
Millimeter (=0.001 meter)
Monomcthylhydrazine
Manned Mars vehicle
Mars orbit capture
Mars orbit insertion
Module
Materialsandprocesses
Main propulsionsystem
Mixtme ratio
Meterspersecond
MarshallSpaceFlightCenter
Millionpoundspersquareinch
Metrictons(thousandsofkilograms)
Metrictons
Mean timebetweenfailures
Mars transfervehicle
Megawattselectric
CubicMeters
Newton. Kilogram-meterspersecondsquared
Not applicable
NationalAeronautics and SpaceAdministration
NationalCouncilon RadiationProtection
Nuclear-electricpropulsion
Nuclear engine for rocket vehicle application
Nuclearthermalpropulsion( same asNTR)
Nuclearsafe orbit
Nuclearthermalrocket
Nitrogenten'oxide
Orbitalsupport equipment
Op_xtal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation program
Outbound
Oxygen
Particle bed reactm"
Chamber pressure
Polyether-etherk tone
Powered Earthgravityassist
Payload
Personnel orbital transfer vehicle
Potable water
Power processing unit
Propellant
Pounds per square inch
Photovolmic
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Q
Q
RAAN
RCS
Re
RF
RMLEO
ROI
RPM
RWA
R_
SAA
SAIC
SKI
SEP
SI
SiC
SMA
sol
SPE
SRB
SSF
SSME
STCAEM
stg
surf
Sv
S1
$2
$3
t,
TBD
Tc
TCS
TEI
TEIS
t.f.
THC
TMI
TMIS
TPS
Tr&c
T/W
UN-W/25Rc
VAB
VCS
Vinf
He,at flux (Joules per square ccntimctcr)
Radiation quality factor
Right ascension of ascending node
Reaction control system
Reynolds number
Radiofrequency
Rcsupply mass in low Earth orbit
Return on investment
Revolutions per minute
Relative wind angl_
Rcscm'ch and Dcv_Iopn_nt
Rendezvous and dock
SouthAtlanticAnomaly
ScienceApplicationsInmmationalCorporauon
Spac_ExplorationIniliafivc
Solar-electricpropulsion
Intc'mafionalsystemofunits(metricsystem)
Siliconcarbide
Scmimajor axis
Solar day (24.6 hours for Mars)
Soak proton events
Solid Rocket Boosmr
Spa_c Station Freedom
Space Shuttle Main Engine
Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for Exploration Missions
Stag_
Surfac_
Sievicrt (SI unit of dose equivalent = Gy x Q3
Distance along acrobrak_ surface forward of the stagnation point
Distance along acrohrak_ surface aft of the stagnation point
Distancealonga_robrak_surface stazboa_ of the stagnation point
Metrictons(I000kg)
To bedeumnin_
Chamber _
Thermalcontrolsystem
Trans-Eanhinjection
Tram-Earthinjectionstage
Tank weightfactor
Tcmpcram_ and humich't7 control
Trans-Ma._ injcctim
Tram-Mars injectionstage
Thermalpro_cctionsystem
Tracking,t_lcmctry, andcontrol
Thrust m weight ratio
Uranium nitrklc- Tungsten/25% Rhenium reactor fuel
VehicleAssemblyBuilding
Vapor cooUedshield
Velocityat_ty
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"V_B¢2C/_4C
WMS
W/O
WP-O1
w/sq cm
Tungsten beryllium cabide/Boron cabide composite
Waste management system
Without
Work package 1 (of SSF)
Watts per square c_ntin_=r (should be Wcm -2)
Z
zerog
Atomic number
An unaccelerated frame of reference, free-fall
[order:. numbers followed by greek letters]
100K
7n7
_k
+C
.-C
AV
$
gg
<100,000 particles per cubic meter larger than 0.5 micron in diameter
Where n=(0,2-6): Boeing Company jet transport model numbers
Kelvin (K)
Positive charge equal to charge on electron
Charge on electron
Change in velocity
Standard deviation
Microgravity ( alsocalled zero-gravity)
v
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Back_,round and Rationale
This document presents trade studies and reference concept designs accomplished
during a study of Space Transfer Concepts and Analyses for Exploration Missions
(STCAEM) by Boeing for the NASA Marshall Space Hight Center. This volume
contains the major top level trades, Level II trades conducted in support of
NASA's Lunar/Mars Exploration Program Office Level II trade studies, and a
synopsis of the vehicles for different propulsion systems under trade
consideration. The vehicles are presented in more detail in other volumes of this
document.
The current study began in August 1989 shortly after President Bush established
the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI). The fin'st six months of the study
emphasized analysis of cryogenic/aerobraking Mars transfer systems, supporting
the NASA "90-Day Study" of the lunar/Mars initiative conducted in response to
the President's directive. The second six months of this study concentrated
heavily on trade studies, including alternative propulsion technologies as well as
systems, subsystems, configurations, performance, and operations trades. The
cryogenic/aerobraking system provided a reference baseline for comparison of
the alternatives. Trade studies (1) improved definition of the baseline, (2)
developed concepts embodying alternative propulsion technologies, (3) compared
alternatives to the baseline, (4) examined system elements and subsystems such as
Mars transfer habitats common to all transfer systems, (5) examined commonality
with lunar mission systems, and (6) conducted programmatics, life cycle cost, and
return-on-investment trades leading to recommendations for architecture
selection and technology advancmeents, reported in the final technical report for
this study. This effort supports an overall NASA effort to develop viable
alternative SEI architectures for in-depth def'mition, leading to selection of
system architectures for execution of the SEI program.
Assumntions. Reeuirements and Groundrules
The NASA "90-Day Study" began with a well-developed set of requirements and
ground rules derived from the FY88 and FY89 exploration case studies. These
were found to be unduly restrictive as a basis for wide-ranging trade studies and
were gradually simplified as the trade studies evolved. Requirements used in this
study are presented in the final technical report
An important factor in the overall trade effort is the volume and mass of crew
modules. Mars transportation system designs are dominated by the size and mass
of crew modules; these are the principal payloads for the transportation systems.
The trade studies reported herein used parametric estimates based on historical
manned space systems and on Space Station Freedom subsystems mass data where
D615-10026-1 PRL_IEDING PAW_E BLANK NOT FII..MED
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relevant and available. The resulting volume and mass parametrics, and a
summary of the reference crew modules, are included in this section.
The number of crew personnel is also obviously important. A crew of four was
taken as the reference for the trades reported herein. A subsequent skill mix
analysis indicates the minimum Mars qrew to be six or seven people. While this
would not appear to influence trade relative results, it will increase the overall
size of the systems described herein.
Trade Study Synopsis
This section is an executive summary of the major trade results. Each trade study
section of the document begins with a more detailed summary.
Lunar/Mars Commonality_ Trades
Crew modules: Crew modules are distinguished mainly by their design
occupancy duration, which influences internal volume, degree of ECLSS closure,
and redundancy level. There are four ranges of capability: 1 to 5 days - open
ECLSS and spartan crew accommodations, applicable to lunar and Mars
excursion vehicles assuming other accommodations are used for the surface stay;
2 to 3 weeks - partially closed ECLSS and minimum crew accommodations,
applicable to the lunar transfer vehicle and a 100-km. class lunar/Mars rover; 1
to 3 months - closed ECLSS and full crew accommodations except private
quarters, applicable to a lunar "campsite" module and a surface habitat module
for 30 to 90 day Mars excursions; and more than 3 months to indefinite - closed
ECLSS, possibly bioregenerative, and full crew accommodations, applicable to
the Mars transfer module and permanent surface bases. These ranges leadto
some common features. Design for use either in zero g or artificial/natural
gravity is not a significant impact if
result, reflected in the ranges stated,
module does not pay off for surface
commonalities and differences drive
included from the beginning. One key trade
was that living in the excursion vehicle crew
stays more than about a week. These
vehicle-level commonalities.
Avionics: A common-core avionics system, with unique needs met by optional
add-on peripherals, is applicable to all SEI systems. Substantial advances in the
avionics and software state of the art are expected to continue over the life of the
SEI program. Therefore, the avionics system should be designed from the
beginning as a flexible evolutionary architecture with standard protocols and
interfaces, able to incorporate plug-compatible improved equipment.
Engines: A common requirement exists for an advanced space cryogenic engine
in the 20 to 30 klb thrust range. The exact thrust level has not been determined;
D615-10026-1
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to some extent, vehicle designs can be adapted to engine capability. A reasonable
program strategy is to start with a 20k engine, well-suited to early lunar
applications, and design for planned product growth to the 30k thrust level. The
engine needs to have relatively deep continuous throttling capability for lunar and
Mars landing. Benefits of high specific impulse are significant; a target of about
475 seconds seems appropriate. Engine reliability, life, and space serviceability
should not be sacrificed for _a few seconds of Isp.
The reference cryogenic/aerobrake system also used a space engine in the 150k
thrust range for the trans-Mars injection (TMI) stage. Subsequent trades have
indicated that (1) a cluster of the 30k engines, combined with multi-bum TMI,
has acceptable performance, and (2) except in the case of an early Mars mission
or of a small Mars program consisting of 3 or less trips to Mars, advanced space
propulsion should be developed for Mars transfer propulsion. At this juncture,
the 150k class engine does not seem to have high technical merit.
Stages and Vehicles: The trans-Mars injection stage, whatever its propulsion
technology, is much larger than anything needed for the lunar program. While
there is excellent oppommity for technology and subsystem commonality, stage
commonality does not appear likely. A cluster of lunar transfer stages could be
used for TMI, but the design requirements imposed by clustering would probably
lead to changes that could be as expensive as a new stage design.
There is a possible commonality between the lunar transfer stage and the trans-
Earth injection stage. The propellant loads and thrust level are similar. In the
cryogenic/aerobraking reference, the large Mars transfer crew module and
integration with the aerobrake led to major configuration differences. In the case
of an all-propulsive cryogenic Mars mission, the chance for commonality may
increase, but the trend is for the MTV in this case to have a greater propellant
load than the LTV. Also, the mission durations are greatly different, leading to a
more sophisticated cryogenic insulation design for the Mars vehicle.
Aerobrakes: Differences in vehicle sizes and masses lead to great differences in
aerobrake designs. There appears to be a good opportunity here for
commonality of both structures and materials.
Lunar and Mars Excursion Vehicles: The high commonality potential for
crew modules is described above. When propellant load requirements for lunar
and Mars landing and ascent are computed for transporting a common crew
module, they are found to be very similar, leading to an interest in a common
vehicle design. However, differences in lunar and Mars missions have led to
different approaches to LEV and MEV design. The Moon is frequently
accessible. LEV operations are typically modular, i.e. cargo and crew trips are
D615-10026-1 13
separate. For the MEV, cargo and crew have typically been integrated, as in the
reference system. They could be separated, and this needs further investigation.
However, other significant configuration differences arise because of the need to
integrate the MEV with a landing aerobrake. While commonality of the entire
vehicle can be forced, the design penalties are such that commonality of
subsystems, readily achievable, seems the preferred course.
Lunar and Mars Mis_i0n Op_er_tions
Alternative Crew Modules
We examined crew modules for 2 to 8 people and 1 to 42 days' duration, for
functions of lunar transfer, lunar/Mars excursion, and direct entry into Earth's
atmosphere, for an Earth Crew Capture Vehicle ('ECCV). One conclusion of this
trade study was mentioned above, that excursion vehicle crew modules should be
designed for short duration; if occupied surface stays more than a few days are
planned, a separate surface habitat that does not have to be returned to lunar or
Mars orbit should be provided.
For most of the range stated 4.4-meter diameter modules were adequate. At the
upper end, i.e.6 and 8 people for longer durations, the volume requirements
cause a single 4.4-meter diameter module to exceed the Space Station Freedom
hab module length, and splitting into two joined modules, or a larger diameter,
should be considered.
We also found that mass could be minimized by cylindrical modules and
eUipsoidal end domes without major penetrations. Airlocks, where required,
were separate from the modules. In some instances, this permits the airlock to be
disconnected and left behind before ascent from the Moon or Mars, saving
propulsion system mass.
ECCVs were defined as Apollo shapes. This permitted the trade to be completed.
The Apollo shape is appropriate for lunar return, but for the high end of the
Mars return range, a higher lift configuration is needed.
Habitat Tr'dde Summary_
A design and integration trade for the Mars transfer habitat led to selection of a
7.6-meter diameter module. This size selection was indicated as valid over at
least a crew size range from 4 to 12. This size has significant mass and
integration efficiencies over a smaller diameter. A 10-meter design was also
investigated but was inefficient for the smaller crew sizes, 4 to 6. The selected
-.__.4
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rdesign used a single longitudinal floor and included a structural transverse
bulkhead that provides two independently pressurizable volumes for redundancy.
Radiation Assessment
The Earth's van Allen belts are not a serious problem for Mars missions. In
the nominal case, no special' shielding is required. For multiple-bum departures,
the crew can use the radiation shelter described below for adequate protection.
Certain mission profiles involve either protracted low-thrust spirals through the
belts, or capture of the returning Mars vehicle in a highly elliptical Earth orbit.
In either case, the use of an LTV "taxi" to embark/debark the crew is advisable
for other reasons and eliminates the van Allen belt exposure problem.
Solar flares can deliver debilitating or lethal doses to an unprotected human.
The shielding afforded by the normal habitat structure and subsystems is
inadequate. A heavily-shielded area is required. Present estimates of the shield
required are 20 to 30 grams/era2. Since solar flares are of short duration (a few
days), a "storm shelter" design approach is the preferred one. A small area of
the habitat is shielded to the required level and the crew are confined to this area
during a solar flare.
Galactic cosmic rays are continuous in nature and extend to very high
energies. Mars transfer doses are in the range where pessimistic-side estimates
exceed allowable doses but optimistic-side estimates do not. A small storm
shelter is not a solution because the crew would need to spend most of their time
confmed in it. Shielding the entire MTV incurs large mass penalties. Two
solutions are evident: (1) design Mars mission profiles for fast (less than six
months) transfers and long stay times on Mars, where the atmosphere, and
indigenous materials if required, provide shielding; (2) design an enlarged
shielded area in the MTV habitat where the crew will normaUy spend most of
their time. Bill Pogue (Skylab 4) stated that the Skylab 4 crew spent 90% of their
time in about 10% of the available crew volume.
Certain mission profiles and propulsion systems are more amenable to cosmic ray
protection. Fast transfer conjunction missions were mentioned above. Cycler
architectures and electric propulsion systems tolerate more massive crew habitats
with much less overall penalty than the reference cryogenic/aerobrake system.
Large Crew Size
Most of the SEI transportation studies have assumed crews of 4 to 6. We
performed a crew size assessment based on skill mix requirements for Mars
missions and concluded that 6 is a bare minimum, and crews of 7 or 8 may be
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needed. Also, as SEI evolves, larger numbers may be desired, as in the
industrialization and settlement scenarios described in the final technical report
for this study. Accordingly, we performed a sensitivity study on crew size,
examining vehicles for crews of 8, 16, and 32. The overall result was that
nuclear propulsion systems adapt to large crews much better than cryogenic
systems or solar electric propulsion. Large single nuclear vehicles appear quite
practical. Cryogenic vehicles grow in IMLEO much faster than nuclear vehicles.
Assembly of large capture aerobrakes becomes a major issue. Cryogenic and
solar electric systems appear to adapt to large crew sizes most readily through a
convoy approach.
Rescue/Abgr_
Lunar Missions - The proximity of the Moon enables a number of rescue and
abort modes. Powered or unpowered abort flyby of the Moon is possible for any
of the mission modes. Direct modes deliver the entire retum system to the lunar
surface and enable abort directly from the surface to Earth return. Lunar orbit
rendezvous modes (LOR) permit abort to lunar orbit on every revolution of the
orbiting spacecraft as long as the surface site is at the equator, which was our
general assumption. L2 libration point rendezvous enables abort to L2 from the
surface at any time from any location.
Site selection considerations discussed at a site selection review in Houston suggest
that equatorial sites are not a foregone conclusion. Further, the lunar
transportation mode will probably be selected before the lunar outpost sites are
selected. For this reason, we concluded that a direct mode or L2 rendezvous
mode should be selected for initial implementation. When the lunar base evolves
to the point that it has long-duration stays with adequate critical subsystem
redundancy, the longer waits (about a week) for LOR abort from non-equatorial
sites would be acceptable. At that point the greater efficiency of LOR could be
adopted.
Mars Missions - Mars unpowered flyby abort options exist for most
conjunction and opposition/swingby prof'des. These involve the normal mission
duration; rapid returns are not available. For those prof'fles not having an
unpowered flyby abort, a modest amount of propulsion, available from either the
MTV or MEV, will place the vehicle on an Earth return path. "Fast" opposition
profiles may not have flyby aborts. If they do, the return-to-Earth duration is
very long compared to the planned mission duration. Aborts constrained to
planned trip time require greater and greater delta V for a powered abort as trip
time is reduced. We found that electric propulsion systems can limp home from
Mars at half power with very little mission duration extension. We did not
perform a general low-thrust abort study.
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iThe MEV is designed so that an ascent abort from a descent can be initiated near
the end of the aerobraking descent profile, and during the powered descent. The
ascent stage is separate as was the case for the Apollo lunar module. One issue
that exists for the cryogenic MEV is the time available for an abort in the event
of breaching of the ascent tanks' vacuum jacket on the surface of Mars. Many
hours to days would appear to be available unless a very Large vacuum leak
occurs. The MEV can abort to Mars orbit twice per Mars day, when the surface
site passes beneath the parking orbit plane. The ascent initially injects into a low
Mars phasing orbit and then continues to the elliptic parking orbit at the proper
time to achieve ahgnment of the apsides.
A further issue is abort retum to Earth from the Mars parking orbit on a
conjunction profile. During the short stay of an opposition profile, orbit secular
precession, is small enough that abort is always possible. On a conjunction
profile, the interplanetary transfer energy is such that an abort is possible for
about the first 100 days at Mars. However, the Mars parking orbit inclination
and period are "tuned" to achieve proper orbital plane and apsides alignment at
the normal departure time. While we did not investigate early return aborts, it is
likely that orbital alignment will be a problem.
Advanced Propulsion System Trades
Lunar missions benefit much less from advanced propulsion performance than
Mars missions. Mars missions last months to years; because of their duration,
they require massive, costly crew habitats for the transfers from Earth to Mars
and back. Further, lunar missions require high thrust propulsion, at least for
crew missions, while both crew and cargo missions to Mars can use electric
propulsion. A strictly lunar scenario would admit only nuclear thermal rockets
as an advanced propulsion option, since the low thrust of electric propulsion
systems makes them ill-suited for lunar crew transport and they appear not worth
developing merely for lunar cargo transport.
Activity Levels - Selection of transportation architectures is influenced by
activity level much more than by purpose or strategy, because transportation
basically responds to "how much" and "how often." Three activity levels,
"minimum," "full science menu,, and "industrialization and settlement," were
defined to assess the sensitivity of architecture selection to activity level.
The three levels of activity were as follows: Minimum, just enough to meet the
President's objectives; in fact "return to the Moon to stay" was interpreted as
permanent facilities but not permanent human presence. The minimum program
had only three missions to Mars. The full science program aimed at satisfying
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most of the pubhshed science objectives for lunar and Mars exploration. The
largest activity aimed for industrialization of the Moon, for return of practical
benefits to Earth, and for the beginnings of settlement of Mars. The range of
activity levels, as measured by people and materiel delivered to planetary
surfaces, is about a factor of 10. The range of Earth-to-orbit launch rates was
less, since we adopted results of preliminary trade studies, selecting more
advanced in-space transportation technologies as baselines for greater activity
levels.
Mars transfer propulsion trades considered cryogenic all-propulsive (CAP)
systems on conjunction profiles, cryogenic/aerobraking (CAB) on opposition
and conjunction fast transfer profiles, nuclear thermal rockets (NTR),
nuclear electric propulsion (NEP), and solar electric propulsion (SEP)
on all profiles, and gas-core nuclear rockets (GCNR) on fast-trip prof'tles.
Additional architectures reflecting novel operational strategies included Mars
direct, lunar L2 libration-point basing with lunar oxygen, and various
cycler and semi.cycler modes. (The term semi-cycler implies combinations of
flyby and stopover operations)
A promising variation on a semi-cycler was identified late in the study and
labeled NTR.dash. In this mode, the MEV separates from the NTR MTV three
to four months before Mars arrival. The MTV makes a posigrade bum or the
NTR makes a retrograde bum, causing Mars arrival of the two vehicles to be 10
to 30 days apart. The MEV performs a short-duration surface mission; its ascent
stage makes a hyperbolic rendezvous with the NTR immediately after Mars flyby.
The NTR may be on a free-return flyby or may need to deliver impusle to return
to Earth depending on mission profde details. In either case, the NTR delta V is
much reduced. This mode reduces initial mass by 10% to 40%. Further profile
analysis are needed. The mode appears particularly attractive for crew rotation
and resupply at a Mars base.
The cryogenic systems were considered as reference and the others as advanced
propulsion. Cryogenic all-propulsive is indicated for the conjunction mission
since the Mars capture delta V is so low that the mass penalty for propulsive
capture is about the same as the mass penalty for an aerobrake. One variation on
the conjunction profile expends additional energy to obtain short transfer times.
In this case, cryogenic/aerobraking is a logical choice for the conjunction profile.
Significant performance advantages exist for advanced propulsion, and these
advantages increase as trip time is reduced. Therefore, selection of advanced
propulsion options and of evolutionary paths for propulsion development is
crucial to efficient, economic overall SEI program architectures. If an advanced
propulsion option is justified for Mars missions, appropriate use for it is sought
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in lunar operations. Further, its maturity may need proving on the (relatively)
low-risk lunar mission profiles.
Architectures Mass and Reusability Summary_
Resupply performance is the key measure of efficiency for repeated missions; for
single or expendable architectures, the total initial mass in Earth orbit flMLEO)
applies. Also important is the fraction of propulsion and mission hardware
available for reuse at the end of the mission; this is an important mission cost
factor since hardware replacement cost can easily exceed ten times the cost to
place mass in LEO. Generally, options with lower resupply requirements and
higher reusability employ more advanced propulsion and imply more
developmental effort. Therefore, one expects low resupply modes to be
attractive mainly for larger-scale programs, where the greater technology and
development effort is effectively amortized. Less advanced systems are cost
effective for lesser programs. The performance of Mars surface rendezvous
(Mars direct), as a crew delivery system for a man-tended but long-duration stay
base is quite attractive. Since Mars direct is only operable on a conjunction
profile, it is not well suited to crew rotation for a permanent base. The NTR-
dash profile described below appears well-suited to this requirement.
A mass advantage does not necessarily translate to a cost advantage. For
example, lunar oxygen supply to the L2/lunar oxygen architecture appears to
have attractive performance. A payback analysis was performed using simple
scaling equations. In the case of all-cryogenic propulsion, the IMLEO savings is
about 300 t. per mission, compared to cryogenic/aero-braking from LEO. The
lunar oxygen production rate needed to fly every Mars oppornmity is about 360
t./yr. The quantity of production and power equipment needed for this
production rate is not well-defined; a moderately optimistic figure is 1 t.
equipment per t./yr production. To save 300 t. per mission, 360 t. of production
equipment is delivered to the lunar surface. Since the ratio IMLEO to lunar
cargo is about 6, the IMLEO cost is over 2000 t., and breakeven occurs only
after 7 to 8 Mars opportunities.
Use of advanced propulsion reduces the resupply requirement and the payback
time for lunar oxygen. However, if advanced propulsion is available, why not
use it directly for the Mars mission? Use of a mass driver to deliver the lunar
oxygen to L2 (in cannisters) also improves the payback, but introduces another
new technology. We did not evaluate this option in the present study.
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Mission Risk Comparison
Mission risks were compared in a semi-quantitative way. The methodology is
rigorous and quantitative, but reliability and safety estimates for SEI hardware
and maneuvers are quite rough. We made representative estimates with an
attempt to be consistent, i.e. the same type of maneuver was given the same
reliability estimate for all cases. Plausible differences were used, e.g.
aerocapture was judged higher risk than propulsive capture. Abort modes were
included where available. A probability of success value is assigned to each
event, and the cumulative probabilities for mission loss, crew loss, and mission
success are calculated.
NTR shows the least risk because of its propulsive capture advantage, and because
a free return abort was assumed, as it was for the cryo/aerobrake. The NTR/dash
mode does not permit free return abort or descent abort at Mars, so some mission
loss risk turns into crew loss risk. As Mars transportation matures and a safe
refuge on the surface of Mars is available, the N'ITUdash mode risk will be
comparable to the other NTR mode. The NTR split sprint mode also exhibits
higher risk because of lack of abort modes, e.g. no free return. NEP is shown
comparable to, but slightly riskier than NTR. The NEP case is sensitive to the
lifetime dependability of the propulsion system; this figure is much more
uncertain than NTR reliability. Mars direct has a highermission loss risk
because of its complex automated operations, but the crew loss risk is comparable
to the others. The perception of crew loss risk for Mars direct is probably
higher than the real risk.
Man Rating Requirements
The recommended approach to man-rating includes three elements: (1) Design of
systems to manned space flight failure tolerance standards, (2) Qualification of
subsystems according to normal man-rating requirements, and (3) Flight
demonstration of critical performance capabilities and functions prior to placing
crews at risk.
The systems and subsystems for which a man-rating requirement was identified
are: aerobrakes, cryogenic rocket engines, nuclear rocket engines, cryogenic
propellant systems, attitude control propulsion systems, nuclear and solar electric
propulsion systems, environmental control and life support systems (ECLSS),
crew modules and hab systems, vehicle electrical power, avionics and
communications systems, and surface transportation systems. Integrated man-
rating approaches for most of these are presented in this document.
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On-Orbit Assembly
The recommended lunar architecture requires no on-orbit assembly until later in
the program. The initial tandem-direct lunar transfer vehicle (LTV) can be
launched fully assembled and fueled. Two are needed, requiring in-space
rendezvous and berthing. Later, a lunar aerobrake may be introduced, but lunar
aerobrake assembly can probably be accomplished from a shuttle Orbiter payload
bay. The underslung heavy-cargo version of the LTV will require some
deployment or assembly as it exceeds the 10-meter diameter we assumed as an
HLLV diameter limit.
Operations analyses during the latter part of the study concentrated on altemative
assembly concepts for the principal architectural options (cryogenic/aerobraking,
nuclear thermal rocket (NTR), nuclear electric (NEP) and solar electric (SEP)).
Evaluations of these alternatives have not yet been accomplished. The intent is to
simplify the assembly facility by simplifying the assembly process through
vehicle design provisions.
The NEP presents the most difficult assembly challenge because of its extensive
fluid systems. The SEP is very large, but the assembly process is repetitive and
well-suited to robotics. The NTR is easiest, and the cryogenic options somewhat
more challenging because of the greater diversity of assembly tasks.
Costs and Schedules
Initial mass in Earth orbit (IMLEO) is often used for comparisons between
propulsion options. However, other factors have great cost impact. Reusability
and reduction of development cost by reducing the number, complexity, size, or
risk of developments are very important.
All cost analyses in this study were performed in constant 1990 dollars, i.e. no
attempt was made to forecast inflation. Development and unit costs for
architecture elements were estimated using the Boeing Parametric Cost Model.
Complete DDT&E costs were developed by estimating the equivalent number of
production units consumed in the development program, e.g. for test articles.
The first flight article was assumed produced by the DDT&E program;
subsequent flight articles were assigned to production programs. We adopted a
minimum production rate of 0.3 units per year. Our scenarios avoided shutdown
and restart of production lines. Technology advancement and advanced
development programs were estimated for each option, using available estimates
for these activities together with our judgments as to what technology
advancements and advanced developments are necessary. Cryogenic/all-
propulsive offers the least development cost, with cryogenic/aerobraking and
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nuclear thermal rocket slightly more. Electric propulsion systems were
significantly higher; the development cost for solar electric is dependent on
production cost for large solar arrays. Only with dramatic reduction from
today's array costs is solar electric attractive.
In order to get life cycle costs, technology advancement, advanced development,
and full-scale development (DDT&E) and production scenarios were established
for each program activity level. Launch and flight operations were manifested
according to the top-level schedules shown earlier. These were loaded into a
spread-sheet life cycle cost model that generates annual funding profiles
To evaluate altemative architectures, the alternatives were manifested (e.g. NTR
versus cryogenic aerobraking) for the same program scenario, including changes
in technology advancement, advanced development, DDT&E, production, and
HLLV launches. Life-cycle costs were generated for the alternatives. This
provided comparative life cycle cost profiles for which return on investment
(ROI) could be calculated.
Res01t_ of Return on Investment Analyses
The representative ROI scenario is that one option has greater front-end
investment cost, leading to savings later in the program through more advanced
technology, more hardware reuse, fewer HLLV launches, or combinations
thereof. We used a criterion that a ROI of 5% or better is acceptable. That is the
approximate cost of money to the government in constant dollars. Return on
investment is a severe criterion for front-end investment. To obtain a favorable
ROI, 10% or better, an investment must generate large savings. The most
advantageous situations occur when a technology advancement reduces near-term
DDT&E cost. Technology advancement costs are usually small compared to the
DDT&E savings and the savings occur soon after the investment. An ROI can be
calculated only when funding streams cross.
The case for reusable lunar transportation is negative for a minimum lunar
program and weak for a median program; it is strong for an industrialization-
class program.
The other main results were that nuclear thermal rocket has a favorable ROI
compared to cryogenics except for the minimum Mars activity level; solar
electric is attractive if (and only if) array production costs can be brought down
to about $100/watt; nuclear electric DDT&E costs are too high to be attractive,
leading to a recommendation to reexamine these costs and see what can be done to
reduce them; technology advancement and advanced develolpments in cryogenics
management, advanced engines, and avionics have large positive returns.
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vSpecific Results for In-Space Transportation Options
Each of the principal options could become a preferred selection under plausible
program circumstances.
a. For a minimum lunai" activity level, a simple tandem-staged direct
expendable mode is attractive. While expendable systems require continuing
hardware production, the production lines must be kept open in any case. For
minimum activity levels, the cost of having open lines produce hardware is quite
small. At two lunar missions per year, the return on investment for developing
an efficient reusable lunar orbit rendezvous (LOR) system is only about 5%.
Programs with activity levels of four or more lunar missions per year benefit
significantly from efficient reusable lunar transportation.
b. For a minimum Mars program, consisting of perhaps a half-dozen landings
of a few days' stay time each (that is what Apollo accomplished on the Moon),
cryogenic all-propulsive minimum-energy missions with multiple landers, e.g
two or three per mission for two or three missions, are very attractive. This
offers the opportunity to briefly explore six sites at minimum cost and minimum
technology risk (Apollo explored six sites, spending a few days at each site).
Carrying multiple landers per trip provides a desirable rescue capability.
One concern with this implementation is that astronauts are committed to almost
three years in space each Mars mission. There are significant issues regarding
zero-g and cosmic ray exposure. While these concerns can presumably be dealt
with, i.e. through zero-g countermeasures, artificial g, or suitable shielding,
solutions may be costly in mass and complexity.
c. The performance potential of a nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) leads to less
initial mass than cryogenic/aerobraking for most mission profiles. A nuclear
rocket can eliminate the need for high-energy aerocapture at Mars; this is an
important advantage. On the other hand, the development program for a nuclear
rocket requires significant investment in effluent containment test facilities.
Return on investment tradeoff of nuclear rocket versus cryogenic/aerobraking at
the median Mars activity level favored the nuclear rocket. If Mars exploration
progresses to a permanently-occupied base, aerocapture and NTR are
complementary technologies in the NTR-dash mode; this traded favorably versus
nuclear electric propulsion in ROI analysis.
The nuclear thermal rocket improves mission flexibility and reduces constraints
on mission profiles. A nuclear rocket is the most promising propulsion system
for fast Mars trips (a year or less). Fast trips, however, are indicated as
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expensive in terms of total mass and hardware expended. While fast trips are
technically interesting, they are probably not affordable in a space program with
constrained funding.
d. We found that electric propulsion systems are suitable for Mars crew
transportation if (1) operated from high-altitude nodes such as L2, or (2) boarded
by the mission crew at about lunar distance, where the crew fly to the electric
propulsion vehicle on a lunar transfer vehicle (LTV). Trip times are competitive
with all but fast-trip split-sprint nuclear thermal rocket systems, i.e. about 450
days for nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) and about 550 days for solar electric
(SEP). On conjunction fast transfer profiles, NEP delivers 150 to 200 day
transfers each way and SEP about 250.
The inherently high reusability and low resupply mass of electric systems offers
life-cycle cost advantages at high activity levels. Development cost for NEP and
array production cost for SEP are major issues. Resolution of the array
production cost issue will require a manufacturing technology program. Cost
and return-on-investment results showed that estimated NEP development costs
are not effectively amortized even at the settlement activity level when compared
with a nuclear rocket operated in the dash mode. SEP, at current array costs (-
$1000 per watt), is estimated as more expensive to develop than NEP. SEP
becomes very attractive at $100/watt, showing about 10% return on investment
versus NTR at the median activky level. If a low-cost SEP is possible, it is also
attractive for lunar cargo.
e. Special architectures offer unique advantages in particular circumstances.
For example, lunar libration point staging is attractive for low-thrust systems
because spiral operations out from and into Earth's gravity well can be conducted
by an electric orbit transfer vehicle in parallel with interplanetary transfers by
the interplanetary SEP or NEP.
Lunar libration point operations offer reduced Earth launch mass for
cryogenic/aerobraking profiles through use of lunar oxygen (the return on
investment in lunar oxygen facilities is not favorable), and to electric propulsion
systems because the interplanetary vehicle need not execute low-thrust spirals out
of and returning into Earth's gravity well. Neither of these potential advantages
applies to nuclear thermal rockets; libration point operations for nuclear rockets
were not considered.
Mars direct simplifies flight operations at Mars at the expense and risk of
propellant production on Mars; it is more efficient than Mars orbit rendezvous in
a crew transport mode after a base is established, but not as efficient as NTR-
dash. It appears too risky (lack of abort modes) for an initial mission. Mars
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direct offers potential advantages where galactic cosmic ray concerns drive us to
conjunction fast transfer profiles with long surface stays. It is not suitable for
crew rotation and resupply of a permanent base because it is confined to the
conjunction profile, and leads to gaps in crew presence at Mars.
Reusable MEVs using Mars oxygen, and methane or hydrogen if available, are
interesting as an evolutionary development, mainly because their greater
reusability may have significant life cycle cost benefit. In our settlement scenario
analysis, the reusable MEV came on line too late to have a net payoff. This
concept needs further evaluation.
Cyclers may be advantageous if interplanetary transfer habitats need extensive
radiation shielding or if large crews and consequent massive transfer habitats are
needed to satisfy mission objectives. Early in a Mars program, full cyclers do
not have enough advantage over simple conjunction all-propulsive (cryogenic or
nuclear) or aerobraking to merit their need for infra-structure pre-positioning,
operational complexity and give-up of abort modes. The NTR-dash semi-cylcer
requires no pre-positioning; it holds much promise for reducing system mass and
nuclear rocket lifetime requirements
Artificial Gravity_ Confimlration._
Artificial gravity configurations were developed for the principal propulsion
options. Practical solutions were found in all cases. The artificial gravity
configurations ranged from 5% to 20% more massive than zero g configurations.
Cryogenic all- propulsive and NTR all-propulsive systems adapt to artificial g
with minimum penalty -- the vehicle is simply fitted with a structural truss of
adequate length and tumbled at an appropriate spin rate during coast periods.
The cryogenic/aerobraking system is equipped with a deployable tether system
since the entire Mars transfer vehicle, including artificial g system, must fit
within the protected region of the aerobrake during Mars aerocapture. Nuclear
and solar electric systems need to thrust while artificial g is operative, and
therefore require spin and despin sections with slip rings and mechanical rotating
joints between. The solar electric stage suffers from not having a dense, compact
element that can be used as an artificial g rotator counterweight. A concept using
the entire SEP in an "eccentric rotator" configuration was developed, but the
cyclic loads placed on the SEP structure and arrays probably require so much
beef-up that an inert ballast counterweight would prove simpler and less costly.
The conclusion of the artificial g trade was that all propulsion options can be
adapted to artificial g, and that the complexity costs will be greater than the
increased mass costs. Complexity costs for NTR and cryogenic all-propulsive are
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less than for the other alternatives. The solar electric system adapts least well to
artificial g.
M"I_/MEV Mission Scenarios
Ooerational Orbit Selection
Mars missions are presumed to depart Earth from the Space Station Freedom
orbit, adopt an orbit of convenience at Mars, and if reusable, return to the Space
Station Freedom orbit. Selection of the Mars orbit must observe two factors:
minimizing interplanetary transfer delta V and access to desired landing sites.
For high thrust systems, minimum interplanetary delta V occurs when a highly
elliptic Mars orbit is chosen, arrival and departure occur in plane, and transfers
between approach and departure hyperbolas and the Mars parking orbit occur
periapsis- to-periapsis and tangentially, i.e. the parking orbit line of apsides is
properly aligned for arrival and departure. On conjunction mission profiles, all
of these conditions can be nearly satisfied by selection of the parking orbit
inclination and period. On opposition missions, parking orbit period has little
effect and there are not enough degrees of freedom in the mission design to meet
all the conditions. The usual result is that the parking orbit line of apsides is
misaligned for departure, and a delta V penalty is accepted.
Optimal orbits range from 30 to 60 degrees inclination at Mars. Some opposition
mission prof'fles have an optimum delta V parking orbit with retrograde
inclination and (usually) periapsis on the dark side of the planet. Since landing
occurs near periapsis unless severe deorbit delta V penalties are accepted, this
study has rejected optimal orbits with periapsis in the dark and instead selected
the best light-side periapsis orbit.
Most scientific sites of interest at Mars are within 30 degrees of the equator and
hence accessible from optimal orbits. Availability of Mars water is also an issue;
this issue may demand access to higher latitudes. The polar caps are also
scientifically interesting; human missions to the polar caps would require parking
orbits at higher than 60 degrees inclination or cross-range capability on the part
of the lander both on descent and ascent.
Some mission architectures involve establishing an orbital node at Mars and
therefore return to the same Mars parking orbit on successive missions. This is
labeled the "standard orbit" problem. A preliminary investigation of standard
orbits did not find any that had acceptably low delta V penalties. The subject
needs more analysis, with tailoring of interplanetary profiles to obtain better
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matches to the standard orbit. Architecture recommendations of this study did
not include architectures that need a standard orbit.
Low-thrust interplanetary propulsion systems, i.e. nuclear and solar electric, can
adopt any desired parking orbit with little penalty. This is because low-thrust
systems must approach and depart from Mars in a rendezvous fashion, and
therefore the direction from which they approach Mars, in terms of relative
velocity, has little effect on mission design and system performance.
MEV oroDeUants
While the high performance of hydrogen and oxygen is desirable in almost any
mission situation, storage of these cryogens on Mars' surface brings about
duration and atmosphere issues. Some Mars mission profiles involve long stay
times on the surface, up to 600 days. Under our general ground rule of passive
cryogenic storage means, long stays are problematical. Further, the usual design
for high-performance cryogenic insulation presumes a vacuum environment.
Mars' atmosphere, while tenuous, is hardly a vacuum. Therefore, MEVs
depending on cryogen storage on Mars must have vacuum-jacketed propellant
tanks.
The propellant trade is between the mass penalties of cryogenic insulation,
vacuum jackets, low-density propellants and boiloff but high Isp, versus the
opposites for storable propellants: very little insulation, no vacuum jacket, high-
density propellants, and no boiloff, but less Isp. Trade analyses indicate moderate
to strong advantages of the high Isp cryogens despite their disadvantages. Our
conclusion is that cryogenics are indicated for short to intermediate surface stays
of 30 to 90 days but that storables are preferred for longer stays despite a
moderate mass penalty. Development of advanced storable propellant technology
including pump-fed engines and gelled hydrazine fuels with aluminum added is
indicated as having high leverage on mission/system performance.
Aerobrake Issues
Aerocapture li_to-drag ratio (L/D): Several investigators have converged
on the result that aero- capture L/D 0.5 is adequate for human Mars missions.
The delta V to trim the aerocapture orbit to a nominal operations orbit is reduced
by higher L/D; the amount of reduction needs further study. Our present state of
understanding permits us to set the design requirement for Mars aerocapture and
landing L/D between 0.5 and 1.0 but does not enable selection of an optimum
within this range.
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Navigation Aids: Successful aerocapture requires precision navigation at
Mars. Position knowledge to 5 kin. or less is needed. In the time frame of
interest, adequate precision may be attainable by Earth-based tracking and
navigation. Mission safety demands an onboard capability. Two general avenues
are promising - (1) artificial navigation aids, i.e. satellites, placed in orbit about
Mars. Suitable navigation aids can be added to satellites placed in Mars orbit
mainly for other reasons; (2) optical navigation by sightings of Mars and its
natural sateUites. It may also be helpful to use a radar altimeter upon close
approach to accurately predict atmosphere entry angle.
Pinpoint surface landing, e.g. return to a base site, needs much higher accuracy,
i.e. tens of meters, than aerocapture. When landing from a Mars parking orbit,
internal inertial navigation will be adequate during all but the terminal portion of
aero-assisted landing. Final propulsive descent will need landing point aids such
as a transponder at the landing site or the Mars equivalent of GPS. An alternative
may be to use terrain matching to obtain a very accurate state vector during aero
descent. If pinpoint landing directly from a transfer path is required, either a
Mars GPS or a terrain matching scheme operating during the high-speed portion
of the descent will be required.
Structures and Materials: Aerobrake structures are highly loaded and Mars
vehicle overall mass is sensitive to aerobrake mass. High-performance structures
have important payoff. Our investigations considered plastic and metal-matrix
composites and at titanium aluminides as candidates. We have not yet selected
among these but all are preferable to aluminum structures.
Aerobraking temperatures for Mars and Earth aerocapture range from shuttle
tile temperatures to 500 - 1000 C higher. High L/D shapes confine the severe
heating to a small region on the nose and leading edge. Low L/D shapes have
very large nose radii, and are predicted to experience severe radiation heating
over most of the thermal protection system TPS. Lightweight ablators could be
used, but technology advancements are needed. There is some expectation that
advances in reradiative TPS materials will be able to handle the 500-1000 C
increase over current materials. For the high L/D shapes, it appears reasonable
to use carbon/carbon in the small high-temperature region; most of the high L/D
brake is within the capabilities of current materials.
Advanced propulsion systems, and the cryogenic/all propulsive option, do not
require aerocapture at Mars. In this case, the MEV has a landing-only brake.
Thermal analyses predict that most of the brake will be within the temperature
capabilities of titanium aluminide without a TPS.
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Landing Locations: We performed a brief analysis of Mars landing locations.
This was not to pre-empt the eventual site selection problem, but to get an idea of
whether sites of interest lie near the equator, which many do. There are reasons
to want access, at least on some missions, to higher latitudes.
High-thrust opposition profiles usually lead to a preferred Mars parking orbit
inclination of 30 degrees or less. Conjunction profiles sometimes have preferred
inclinations as high as 60 degrees, giving much greater site access. Low-thrust
transfer systems can provide any desired inclination with little penalty.
High L/D Concepts: We developed a family of high L/D shapes, including
swept hyperboloid wing shapes and bent biconics. These have L/D max
somewhat greater than 1, and are blunt enough to avoid extreme heating. The
high L/D shapes avoid the severe radiation heating predicted for the L/D 0.5
shape, except for a small nose region. The wing family provides high-normal-
force shapes for effective use of Mars' thin atmosphere. Center of gravity and
wake protection requirements are reasonably met. The biconic has less normal
force and is more difficult to package, but could eliminate aerobrake on-orbit
assembly. One of the wing shapes was carried through conceptual design as a
reusable MEV; the integration of the shape into a vehicle was straightforward.
The resulting configuration is similar to the Langley HL-20.
Risk Analyses and Tradc_
Risk analyses were conducted to develop an initial risk assessment for the various
architectm'es, considersing development risk, man-rating requirements, and
several aspects of mission and operations risk.
Develot_ment Risk
All of the architectures and technologies investgated in this study incur some
degree of development risk; none are comprised entirely of fully developed
technology. Development risks are correlated directly with technological
uncertainties. We identified the following principal risks:
Cryogenics - High-performance insulation systems, propellant transfer and
zero-g gauging need technology advancement. The tandem-direct system
recommended elsewhere in this report presents the opportunity to evolve these
technologies with operations of initial flight systems, avoiding special flight tests.
Engines - The risk of developing more advanced engines is minimal. An
advanced development program in this area serves mainly to reduce development
cost by pioneering the critical features prior to full-scale development.
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Aerocapture and aerobraking - There are six potential functions, given here
in approximate ascending order of development risk: aero descent and landing of
crew capsules returning from the Moon, aerocapture to low Earth orbit of
returning reusable lunar vehicles, landing of Mars excursion vehicles from Mars
orbit, aero descent and landing of crew capsules returning from Mars,
aerocapture to low Earth orbit of returning Mars vehicles, and aerocapture to
Mars orbit of Mars excursion and Mars transfer vehicles.
Efficient aerocapture aerobrakes require low mass per unit area, demanding
efficient structures made from very high performance materials as well as
efficient, low mass thermal protection materials.
Launch packaging and on-orbit assembly of large aerobrakes presents a
significant development risk not yet solved even in a conceptual design sense.
Existing concepts package poorly or are difficult to assemble or both.
Nuclear thermal rockets - The basic technology of nuclear thermal rockets
was developed and demonstrated during the 1960s and early 1970s. The
development risk to reproduce this technology is minimal, except in testing as
described below. Current studies recommend advances in engine performance,
both in specific impulse (higher reactor temperature) and in thrust-to-weight
ratio (higher reactor power density). The risks in achieving these are modest
inasmuch as performance targets can be .adjusted to technology performance.
Design and development of full containment test facilities presents a greater
development risk than obtaining the needed performance from nuclear reactors
and engines.
Electric Propulsion Power Management and Thrusters - Power
management and thrusters are common to any electric propulsion power source
(nuclear, solar, or beamed power). Unique power management development
needs for electric propulsion are (1) minimum mass and long life, (2) high power
compared to space experience, i.e. megawatts instead of kilowatts, (3) fast arc
suppression for protection of thrusters. The unique requirements of electric
propulsion introduce development risks beyond those usually experienced in
space power systems.
Only ion thrusters and magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arc thrusters can deliver
the performance needed for space transfer electric propulsion.The development
alternatives all have significant risk: (1) Advance the state of the art of MPD
thrusters to achieve high efficiency; (2) Develop propulsion systems with large
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numbers of thrusters and control systems; or (3) Advance the state of the art of
ion thrusters to much larger size per thruster.
Nuclear power for electric propulsion - The development risk in this area
arises because these are complex systems; there is no experience base for coupling
a space power reactor to a dynamic power conversion cycle; there is no space
power experience base at the power levels needed; and these systems require in-
space assembly and checkout.
Solar power for space transfer propulsion - Required array areas are
very large. Low-cost arrays, e.g. $100/watt, are necessary for affordable system
costs, and automated construction of the large area structures, arrays, and power
distribution systems appears also necessary. Most of the solar power risk appears
as technology advancement risk. If the technology advancements can be
demonstrated, development risk appears moderate.
Avionics and software - Avionics and software requirements for space
transfer systems are generally within the state of the art. New capability needs
are mainly in the area of vehicle and subsystem health monitoring. This is in part
an integration problem, but new technoques such as expert and neural systems are
likely to play an important role.
Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS) - The main
development risk in ECLS is for the Mars transfer habitat system. Other SEI
space transfer systems have short enough operating durations that shuttle and
Space Station Freedom ECLS system derivatives will be adequate.
Man-Rating Approach; Mission and Ot_erations Risk
These risk categories include Earth launch, space assembly and orbitasl launch,
launch windows, mission risk, and mitigation of ionizing radiation and zero-g
risks. Results were summarized earlier in this section.
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Lunar/Mars Vehicle Commonality
Both initial and long-term lunar/Mars vehicle commonality have been addressed in
the STCAEM contract using the reference MEV, from the 90-day study, as a stuffing point.
In an effort to create a "mini-MEV", which would allow two simultaneous landings on
Mars for the same mass as the reference MEV (- 80 t), a potential early commonality
between the "mini-MEV" and an LEV was realized.The commonality between thesetwo
landersisevidentin both the configurationand the subsystems. Commonality was also
realizedbetween the MTV and LTV, although thecommonality does not occur as directly
as in the lander case. Commonality between the MTV and LTV occurs mainly at the
subsystems (avionics,engines,etc.)and fabricationlevel.Since the mission durationsof
the two vehiclesare substantiallydifferent,the transferhabitationmodules are obviously
different;however, the fabricationtechnology and module subsystems have potential
commonality.
The additionof a 30 t of cargo tothe surfacerequirementforboth lunarand Mars
missions made thecommonality problem substantiallydifferentand more complicated. At
root isthe differentgravityfieldsof the Moon and Mars, and the need to accommodate
aerobrakingatMars. The aerobrakingcomplicationcan be resolvedina number of ways.
Four viablesolutionswere identifiedand studiedthrough preliminaryconfigurationsand
mass analysis.
The first solution is to design for a larger aerobrake. This solution requires an
answer to the question,"How large an aerobrake is reasonable?" Some innovative
operationsconcepts (likelaunchingan intactaerobrakeon the sideof a launchvehicle)are
much more tolerant of larger brakes than others (like cuuing the brake into sections,
packing them into shrouds, and assembling them on orbit). The second solution is to allow
payload penetration into the wake heating zone by purling a thermal protection shroud over
the payload so that the aerobrake can remain smaller. This solution adds complication to
the aerobrake as well as mass, which may not be desirable, and cannot avoid some increase
in size anyway. A third solution is to alter the flight geometry (fly < 0.5 L/D), which
would allow virtually no cross-range, and is not thought to be possible with current GN&C
technology. The fourth solution is to design a flatter vehicle to fit within the protected
wake cone. This can be done in three different ways: (I) flying no-engine-out when the
PRL_BEDING P/_E BLANK NOT FILMED
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vehicle is empty (the presence of top-loaded payload raises the CM into the gimbal-
accessible range), which permits sacrificing the vehicle; (2) using a larger launch shroud
(10 m) while still maintaining the ability to launch the propulsion stage intact, which would
seem to lead to a squatter vehicle but:suffers from the same engine-out problem; (3) or
splitting engines geometrically, and increasing their number, to accommodate engine-out
through opposing shut-off (this requires 50 % more engines than a clustered
configuration).
None of the potential solutions are particularly appealing from a balanced-
requirements point of view. Commonality can apply at the level of subsystem, system or
entire vehicle. There are many differences between lunar and Mars missions (acrobraking,
trip time, environment, etc.) which are difficult, if not impractical, to accommodate
simultaneously at the vehicle level. Forcing such extensive vehicle commonality rams
commonality from an asset into a driving requirement, resulting in performance liabilities
for both lunar and Mars cases. Our conclusion is that commonality is best achieved at the
system level (engine, tank, crew system) and subsystem level (avionics modules, ECLSS
components, propulsion subassemblies).
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Lunar/Mars Mission Operations
Lunar Architectures
Seven lunar flight modes have been identified to accomplish lunar missions. The
concepts consist of a "kit-of-parts" that could be assembled to accomplish any of the seven
mission modes. The "kit-of-parts" includes a 110 t propellant stage, a 25 t propellant
stage, an excursion crew module, a transfer crew module, landing legs, a cargo pallet and
an aerobrakc. These components are configured into LEV-like and LTV-like vehicles, and
are shown assembled for each of the seven mission modes.
LTV/LEV Habitat Module Study
This study was conducted to determine the most reasonable crew modules that can
be used intheLEV/LTV system. For transfermodules used inconjunctionwith excursion
modules, the modules used with separateaerobrakes are more mass-efficientbecause of
theirsimplifiedshape. The singlemodule approach, using one module forboth transfer
and excursion,ismore sensitiveto crew sizethan itisto mission duration,making crew
sizedeterminationcritical.Excursion modules used inconjunctionwith transfermodules
arealsomore sensitivetocrew sizethantomission duration.(A separatesurfacemodule
becomes desirableformission durationsgraterthan ca"equal to 5 days.)
Lon_-Dur.ation I-Iabimtion Trade Study
This tradestudy was conducted to designareasonablehabitationconcept forlong-
durationmissions (1000 days) tobe integratedintoSTCAEM Mars transportationsystem
concepts. The study generateda process --developing metrics and prioritizingthem to
derive a solution-- which can be applied to any hab system trade study. The study
investigated5 crew sizes,3 module diameters (most likelylaunch shroud diameters),
and 1480 distinctoptions. These options were evaluated via topology and geometry
comparisons, apreferencesurvey,mass analyses,and integrationand fabricationanalyses.
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The reference Mars transfer habitat is a single cylindrical module 7.6 m in
diameter, divided for safety by an interior pressure bulkhead, which can accommodate
crows forup to 1000 d. Major features of the module am as follows:
• 2:1 aspect ratio, unpenetrated end domes
• Cross-section, bisecting bulkhead
• 2 floors parallel to the major axis ("banana-split")
• Dian_u-al umsion-_, deep second floor
• g-field optimiz_ to provide extensive commonality across architecture
The internal pressurized volume was derived from a plot of historical spacecraft total
pressurized specific volume (volun_ per crow member) versus mission duration. The
curve suggests a 112 m3/person volume for 1000 d durations (worst case round trip
fox a flyby abort in conjunction mode).
Functionally, a unitary vessel _zes leakage and parts count, while the 7.6 m
diamem" allows a wide variety of internal outfitting designs. The dian_tral floor maximi_s
nominal floor area on the upper floor, as well as the potential for a mass-reducing tension
tie (analogous to airliner structures). A unitary vessel also provides a compact domain,
which is preferable from a crew safety access-time standpoint.
Integration issues addressed were launch, orbital assembly and aerobrake
integration.A launch shroud diameter of atleast7.6 m islikelytobc availableearlyfor
SEI. The chosen concept lendsitselfwell toaerobrakcintegration,and even largercrows
(> 12)could bc accommodated throughsimpleclusmring.
A simple human Igcccptionsurveyshowed thattechnicalpeople,used as a model
for early SEI crows, tend to perceive largerdiameter concepts as more spacious,
independentof actualvolum_ equality.The 7.6 m diametermodule alsoprovidesabetter
plan aspectratiothansmallerdiamctm's,wlmn oriented"horizontally",tooffsetthefeeling
of livingina tunnel
The chosen designisessentiallythelightest-massconcept investigated,criticalfor
interplanetarytransportation.The concept is also a Frim_ candidate for material and
processing improvements, which could lower mass and production costseven further.
D615-10026-1 I00
Finally, the concept facilitates commonality in growth architectures as wen'as for surface
system applications.
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ILarge Crew Size Impact Assessment
From the time of yon Braun's Das Mar.sprojekt through the 90 Day Study,
acceptable crew sizes for Mars-class missions decreased from 70 to 4. That shift can be
credited partly to our sobering experience with the true complexity of advanced space
exploration; partly to advances in robotic science and the automation of formerly human
jobs; partly to attention to real, modem space budgets; and partly to implicit changes in our
conception of what the exploration of planets is all about. Nonetheless, STCAEM
concluded that 4 is too small to be practical or safe. Twice that number, or 8, provides a
realistic, minimum skill mix. Our long-duration habitat trade study generated a singular
module concept capable of supporting 12, more if clustered together. Twice 8, or 16, is
a number about right for a bev_y of really specialized scientists to investigate Mars during
conjunction-class surface stays. And twice that, or 32, approaches a crew size range
appropriate for transporting settlers to the red planet. Since we do not yet know what
visions will come to guide SEI as it grows, we need to apply our modem understanding of
Mars mission technologies, consolidated so far in the STCAEM reference in-space
transportation concepts keyed to just 4 crew, to larger crew sizes.
We performed an evolutionary Large Crew Size impact assessment for crew sizes
of 8, 16 and 32, looking at Mars mission masses and vehicle strategies for all five prime
propulsion candidates, aerobraking constraints, habitat system clustering and staging
implications, vehicle configuration impacts, and life support strategies. As expected,
advanced propulsion has high mass-limiting leverage for Mars missions, as does the use of
conjunction profiles. Both CAP and CAB (the latter flying opposition profiles, of course)
are not cost-effective for the large payload masses required by large crew sizes. Because
SEP power level scales linearly with area, that option appears better suited to flotilla
approaches than "large-vehicle" approaches, although this is sensitive to trip time
requirements. NEP scales very well, as does NTR. Aerobraking was found to be
theoretically feasible at Mars for vehicles of order 64 times heavier than our reference
vehicles, assuming similar geometries; therefore, limitations on aerobraked vehicle size are
intrinsic, having to do with assembly and trim during flight rather than atmosphere
properties. Beyond a certain crew size, (assumed to be between 16 and 32 in this
assessment), the use of RMEVs pays off. In settlement scenarios where 28 of 32 crew
are left at Mars, staging a modular transfer habitat system both reduces return payload and
leaves useful habitats at Mars. Clustering large habitat modules together highlights a trade
PtRI2'II_.I__INt3_J."_'?:.TP-.L_NK NO'" F¢_iV'_'D
D615-10026-1 297
betweenhabitability (gravity-living)andsafe-havensplitting(losingtoolargeapercentage
of habitablevolumethrough"keystone"moduleloss). STCAEMvehiclearchetypeswere
configuredto beabletoaccommodateclusteredhabitatmodulesaswell asmultiplelanders,
even in artificial gravity modes. Like artificial gravity, if large crew sizesbecomea
requirement,missiondesignscanbe found usingthe conceptvocabularydevelopedby
STCAEMto handlethem.
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Lunar and Mars Mission Operations - Radiation Assessment
Reducing exposure and the protection of crew members from ionizing radiation will be a
key issue confi'onting mission planners and vehicle designers involved in the Human
Exploration Initiative. Understanding that radiation exposure to astronauts in space may be
controlled, but never completely eliminated, the National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurements 0NCRPM) has recommended both career and annual exposure Limits for
NASA to use in planning manned missions.
Radiation protection requirements initially set in the September 8, 1989, Level 17document,
"Human Exploration Study Requirements", were unchanged in a subsequent document
dated March 14, 1990.
The radiation summary contained within this section includes basic units and terms used to
describe human responses to ionizing radiation. Short term and career limits for the
protection against nonstochastic effects recommended by the NCRP have also been
included. The limits recommended by the the NCRP for astronauts are in direct contrast to
thoseestablishedforhigh riskoccupationson Earth. The currentlyused riskassessment
system relieson a qualityfactor,Q, which normalizesallforms ofradiationtothe same
biologicaleffectiveness.The qualityfactorshave been establishedby theInternational
Commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP). Quality factors in effect give an indication
of how much biological danmge will occur for various types of radiation as it traverses
tissue and gives up energy. The amount of energy that is released by a charged particle as
it passes through a medium is called linear energy transfer (LET). The majority of the
data obtained on radiation effects to man are for low LET types of radiation. The current
risk assessment system is being challenged as of late. Initial studies indicate that assigned
quality factors may be far too excessive and in fact may cause solution over-engineering.
For example, very little data exists reganiing very high energy particles found in space. It
iscurrendy impossibletoduplicatethesehigh energiesina laboratorytodeterminetheir
effectson man. For thisreasonwe arbiwarilyassigna qualityfactorof 20 tosuch
particles.In fact,allparticlesthatwe have littleinformationon aredropped intothissame
'bin'.Research isprogressinginthe development of a new riskassessment method.
Radiation with energy levels in excess of 30 MeV are generally considered harmful to
biological systems such as mall. The _ radiation encountered by astronauts may be
differentiatedby itssourceand includesmagnetically trapped radiation, galacticosmic
radiation (GCR), and solar proton event emissions (SPE). The Earth's magnetic field
provides the mechanism for trapping and deflecting charged particles. Commonly refen'ed
toas theVan Allen belts, these somewhat overlapping and looselydefinedinnerand outer
bands containcapturedprotonsand electrons.The major contributiontocrew exposure in
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) will come fi'om trapped protons, in fact, roughly 90% of the
incurred dose. The primary portion of the proton dose will occur during passage through
the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). Charged particles that would be normally trapped at
higher altitudes are brought to lower altitudes over this region. A vehicle orbiting at 28.5 o
inclination and roughly 450 km altitude will traverse this region an average of six times in a
twenty four hour period. At an altitude of roughly 2000 kin, where the peak density of
trapped protons occurs, exposure rates can get as high as 1000 rem/kr. Even though the
Earth's magnetic field traps radiation in this way, it also protects the ere@ members from
other forms of ionizing radiation. When asn'onauts leave the relative protection of the
Earth's magnetic field it is practically impossible to specify the proton environment due to
the unpredictable nature of solar proton events. Large solar proton events have the
PRE'I_DtNG P/_E _,L_,r_K NOT FILMED
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potentialof exposing the mew to monumental doses in very short periods of time unless
they have been adequately warned and protected. The third type of space radiation, GCR,
arrives omnidirectionally. Major sere'cos of GCR am found far beyond the reaches of the
solar system and include distant stars and galaxies. Protons make up the primary portion
of the GCR components. The heavy ion component amounts to less than 1% of the total
composition but accounts for the largest dose contribution. Because of the high energies
associat_l with the GCR it is far more l_netrafiag than other forms of radiation and much
more difficult to shield against.
The radiation environments that will be encountered are variable both temporally and
spatially. This variability occurs for a number of reasons including fluctuations in solar
activity associated with the solar cycle, altitude, inclination, and longitude in LEO,
planetary mass, and general anisotropies existing in a particular radiation field.
It will be necessary to employ radiation countermeasures to reducetheexposure of possible
radiationeffectstocrew members. Severalmcthoclscontinue tobe investigate,d. The use
of an induced magnetic fickl,a "mini-gcx_nagnefic"field,has been suggested.However,
seriousquestionsregardingc_w exposure to such conccnn-atedfields remain. Studiesof
chemical inhibitarstosuppresstheeffectsofionizingradiationareconRnuing withpositive
results,especiallyby theI)cparm_nt ofDefense. NASA followscloselythemethod of
ALARA -As Low As Reasonably Achievable-tolimitunnecessaryexposureto
astronauts.Thus, crew members do not pcrfcmn planned EVA's duringpassage through
the SAA. Inthepastinherentshieldingprovide_lby thespacecraftstructureand equipment
has b_n adequate toprotectcrew member. However, futureprograms,such as manned
Mars and Lunar missions, must relyon effectiveswategicplacement of all forms of inert
mass, from consumables to equiptmnt, to provided added protection. This protection
method is known as bulk shielding and allows spreading the burden betwe, n various
subsystems to provide protection and reduce exceeding weight constraints. New mad
innovative methods and matca'ials for shielding will be a critical technology issue in
providingradiationpmtmion.
Severalradiationresearch concernsexisttodayand requi_ considerableinvestigation.
These concernsinclodcbut axenot limimd to:(I)amevalnalionoftheconventionalrisk
assessment system aspreviouslydiscussed,(2)tbedevelopment of real-Rme SPE and
dosimetrywarning systems,(3)tradestudiestorealisticallyselectand assessshielding
mam-_, mass, size,and _ integrity,(4)an evaluationof thepotemialfor
exacerbating the effects of radiation under weightless condkions, (5) evaluation of
shielding technologies including: waste water, and lightweight composite materials, and (6)
further analysis of the dependance of shielding and warning for various mission profiles
greater and less than 1 AU.
In terms of _ extra'haland inmmal radiation¢mvimnmcnts, itwillbe essentialtoobtain
dam and reliabledescriptionsof thefluxesand typesof primaryand secondary
radiation. The Life Scienccs Division is currently planning a xeusabte, free-flying
biologicalsatdlim program (IM_at), that.will provide .t_ capa.b.Ri'_tosmd.ythebiological
effectof radiationexposu_ and theeffe,_venessof variousshieldingmatenals. Accura_
informationwillbe providedon a uniquespectrum of radiauonthatwillbe extremely
valuableforriskassessmentand protectionmethodology. Ithas been estima_d thata 60-
day mission inpolarorbitwould simulate5% ofa Mars missioninterms oftheradiation
envimmncnt.
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Lunar and Mars Mission Operations - Rescue and Abort
All manned space missions have inherent risks associated with them. From the time
astronauts enter their vehicle to the time they egress, NASA must plan for any number of
contingency operations. Provisions for rescue and abort must be made for safety of the
crew. As missions depart from low Earth orbit and venture out to distant destinations such
as the moon and Mars, new dimensions to rescue and abort procedures must come to bare.
The experience of Apollo 13's mishap has left mission planners and vehicle designers a test
of what can happen. This situation has also left us with an understanding of what good
contingency planning can do. It is virtually impossible to predict all scenarios that may
occur during the course of a mission mqniring emergency action to be taken by the crew.
Even though emergency operations were defined for the Apollo program, much of what
was done during the Apollo 13 mission to save the crew was done so in real-time. The
United States prides itself on its ability to contend with problems that arise during a
mission. Many high risk scenarios this side of a catastrophic failure or total vehicle
destruction must be defined. Astronauts at some point may need to seek shelter or enter a
'safe-haven' region of the vehicle. From this position crew members may be better able to
contend with situations that threaten their tires or the successful completion of the mission.
The advantageoflunarmissionsisthattheMoon isclosertoEarththan Mars. Should the
need arisetomake an abortreturntoEarth,asitdid on Apollo 13,thetransfertimewillbc
relativelyshort.On theotherhand, interplanetarymissions toMars inwhich missions
durationsmay be measmed inyears,willraisesome veryseriousconcerns about rescue
and abortoperations.Some considerationsforabortscenariosmay be builtintothedesign
of themissions,such as a freereturnor powered swing-by around the targetbody aspart
of theflightmechanics. This luxuryisnot provided duringthe nominal inbound and
outbound legsof themissionhowever. During thesemissionphases thecrew ismore-or-
less on their own. In addition to abort procedures that wonid reqni_ crew return to Earth
and a scrubbed mission, planners and vehicle designers must also define more 'moderate'
contingencies. These would encompass emergency situations that may result from a power
failure confined to certain subsystem, for example. Crew members may be required to
seek shelter during the course of this situation. From this safe-haven crew members would
then deal with the situation at hand. Provisioning, equipment, and tools would be made
available. Such a situation may not reqnire mission abort unless the problem was unable to
be corrected. In effect, a mission of the magnitude as one to Mars, would require that the
crew and vehiclebe made as selfreliant as possible.
Close examinationof abort,rescue,maintenance,and safetyoperationsisimportantduring
thecourseofvehicledevelopment and design.For example, duringtheMars descent
operations, theMars Ascent Vehicle(MAV) willhave thecapabilityto abort to orbit. This
operation would require special considerations be made regarding the separation of the
aerobrake. Dynamic maneuvers related to aeroshell separation during a Mars descent abort
must provide adequate crew safety. In effect, developing an understanding of potential
problems early in a program allows for equal definition of possible actions that may be
taken to insure a safe crew renan. '
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VCryo/Aerobraked Vehicle
I. Introduction.
The reference chemical Mars mission utilizes a cryogenic H.2-O2 fueled vehicle
which employs high energy aerobraking for capture at Mars, and an ECCV for crew
capture at Earth. High energy aerobraldng is required of both the MTV and MEV
aerobrakes. The cryo/aerobraked vehicle served as the baseline for the NASA 90 day
study, completed in October, 1989.
II. Reference vehicle design and operations.
The reference cryogenic/aerobraked vehicle is assembled in a SSF orbit. The TMI
stage is assembled with a core stage consisting of a single H2/O2 tankset, advanced space
engines (4), structure, and plumbing. Four modular tanksets are spaced radially around the
core tankset to form the remainder of the TMI stage. The Stage is jettisoned after the TMI
burn. At 50 to 60 days before Mars arrival, the MEV executes a separation burn adequate to
ensure its arrival and capture at Mars I day before the MTV. After the vehicles capture into
the same orbit, the MTV and MEV rendezvous, and the crew transfers to the MEV for
descent to the Mars surface. The MEV descent into the Martian atmosphere is slowed by
the aerobrake, which is jettisoned shortly prior to landing. The descent engines fire through
an opening in the aerobrake created by jettisoning the engine bay doors on the aerobrake.
After a 30 day surface stay, the crew boards the ascent vehicle, which ascends to
rendezvous with the MTV. After crew wansfer to the MTV, the ascent ship is jettisoned, the
TEl burn executed, and the TEl stage jettisoned. About 1-2 days before Earth arrival, the
crew transfers into the ECCV, along with any science or surface sample payload. The
ECCV then either captures into a SSF orbit, or executes an Apollo style direct entry at
Earth.
The reference vehicle configuration, shown in detail in the following charts,
consists of the MTV, MEV, and TMI stage. The MTV consists of the transfer habitat, Mars
departure propulsion stage, ECCV, alrlock, and Mars capture aeroshell. The MTV is
packaged to ensure that all MTV components are behind the wake protection envelope
provided by the aerosheU. The MEV consists of the descent stage, ascent stage, surface
cargo, and landing aeroshell. The MEV is similarily packaged to ensure placement of
components inside the wake protection envelope of the landing aerosheU. The TMI stage
consists of 5 t,H2-LOX tanksets, 4 advanced space engines, and associated plumbing and
structure. Overall vehicle dimensions are -30 m diameter x -50 m length. The 2018 cargo
vehicle consists of a TMI stage, and two MEV's loaded with -93 mt of surface cargo.
III. Reference Cryo/Aerobraked Vehicle Mass Statement
The remainder of the information in this section consists of summary mass
statements for the reference cryo/aerobraked piloted and cargo vehicles, and a detailed mass
statement for the reference piloted vehicle. The detailed mass breakdown includes rationale
and design assumptions used in constructing the model. Similar assumptions and rationale
were used in constructing the cargo vehicle model, but are not presented here. These
assumptions, where applicable, were similar to those made for the piloted vehicle.
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Cryogenic/Aerobrake (CAB)
Reference Configuration
Introduction
The cryogeuic/acrobrake (CAB) concept was used as the NASA
reference vehicle. It offers conceptual continuity with the malnsu'cam Mars
transportation studies l_rformed over the last several years. Its only major new
technology development is high energy acrobraking (HEAB) for planetary capture,
but the concept also requires a high-thrust cryogenic space engine. Being able to
land on Mars using the CAB concept requ_s a successful rendezvous between
separably captured vehicles in Mars orbit.
Nominal Mission Outline
• The vehicleisassembled,choked out and boarded inLEO
• The TMI bum occursand theTMIS isjettisoned
• MTV/MEV coaststoIVlars
• MTV and MEV sepame 50 days priortoMan captu_
• The MEV a_rocaptm_ roboticallya day ahead of theMTV, providinglast-
minute _xificationof atmosphericconditionsand targeting
• The MTV capnm_s, followed by nmdczvous in the parking orbit with the MEV
• The landing crew transf_'s to th_ MEV and checks it out
• The MEV descends to the surface, jettisoning its acrobrak¢ prior to landing
• Aft_ surfa_ operations, the ascent vehicle (MAV) leaves its descent stage and
surfac_ payloads, ascends to orbit and docks with the MTV for crew transfer
• The MAV is jettisoned in Mars orbit, and the TEI bum occurs
• The MTV coastsback to Earth
• The crew transfers to a modified ACRV flVICRV), jettisons the MTV and
pedonm a direct entry at Earth (optional: the enti_ MTV aerocaptu_s into a
LEO parking orbit for refurbishment and re-use)
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Vehicle Systems
Thevehicleconsists of three main elements: the Mars Excursion vehicle (MEV),
the Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV) and the Tram-Mars Injection Stage (TMIS).
Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV_
The MTV configuration shown consists of a transit habitat sized for
4 crew, an aerobrake, and a TEI propulsion system. The transit hab is located
centrally in the aerobrake with an external airlock and an MCRV attached to the top
(in the configurations shown, an Apollo-style ECCV was used to represent the
MCRV). The alrlock allows access to the MEV crew cab and surface habitat
during all phases of the transfer mission until the MEV separation 50 days prior
to Mars arrival. The MCRV is used for mission scenarios featuring direct-entry
crew return; these scenarios expend the entire MTV upon return to Earth. In a
reusable mode, the entire MTV would be aeroeaptured back at Earth for
refurbishment and re-use; a second airlock would be located in place of the
MCRV. The aerobrake is of identical geometry and construction as the MEV
aerobrake, but is stronger and heavier due to its larger payload mass, and does not
require any engine doors. The propulsion system (TEI) is divided symmetrically
into two tank-stacks straddling the transit hab, like the MAV tankset configuralion.
The propulsion system is oriented at an angle relative to the aembrake axis, with
the two engines aimed out the rear of the aerobrake, to avoid TPS penetrations
while still permitting mass-balanced operation during the burn.
Trans-Mars Injection Stave £I'MIS)
The TMIS consists of a core unit with four advanced space engines (ASE),
avionics and cryogenic propellant tanks, and provision for up to four "strap-on"
propellant tanksets. This configuration allows propellant cross-feeding in the case
of engine-out, and modular accommodation of the entire stage's performance
according to the mission opportunity requirements. Keeping the engines close
together on the core stage allows tracking the ClVl during an engine-out condition
via gimballing. This strategy avoids either opposite-shutoff (leading to long burn
D615-10026-1 420
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times and greater gravity losses), or a requirement for extra structure (a 125m
truss) between the propellant tanksand engines to allow CM tracking. The TMIS
accounts for about 75 % of the total IMLEO, a substantial per-mission resupply
COSt.
Mars Excursion Vehicle (MEV3
The reference MEV is a manned lander that can transport a crew of 4 m the
surface. It consists of a surface-stay habitat module (roughly SSF-module size),
an airlock, 5 t of surface-science payload, a cryogenic descent propulsion system
with four engines and bus stmc_, and the ascent vehicle (MAV). The MAV
consists of a short-duration crew cab, and cryogenic ascent propulsion system
with two engines. All propellant tanks are mass-balanced around their maneuver
CMs so that no lateral CM shifting occurs. The entire MEV is packaged in a rigid,
mmcated-hyperboloidal aerobrake with L/D - 0.5, to which it is attached at eight
points (four bus-frame comers and four landing-gear footpads). The aerobrake is
fitted with doors which open to allow the descent engines to extend and ignite prior
to aerobrake separation (allowing full benefit of the brake's drag). The brake is
then jettisoned as the landing gear extend prior to terminal approach and hovering
touchdown.
Dominant configuration constraints for the MEV are as follows:
•Payload manifesting
•Surface access
•Crew visibility
•Contigurous crew vohm_s
•Short vehicle stack
•Eagine-out capabilities
•On-orbit assembly
Payload manifesting is mainly a proximity and mass balance issue. The surface
habitat and airlock, which is the bulk (80%) of the payload, require access to the
ascent crew cab and the surface, as well as being mass balanced for proper flight.
The science payload requires surface access for ease of unloading. Docking is
facilitated by placing the crew cab high in the vehicle stack. The flight deck
window is located to provide viewing to the surface for landing as well as to the
D615-10026-1 421
upper hatchfordocking. Keeping crew volumes contiguousallowsaccessduring
flightforcheck-outproceduresand simulationtraining.The vehiclestackiskept
as shortas possiblefor aerobrakewake protection,which tendsto conflictwith
having the centerof mass (CM) as high as possible,desirablefora smallengine
gimbal-anglctoprovide minimal steeringlossinan engine-outscenario.A high
CM withina shortstackisaccomplished by placingthedense ascentLOX high in
theconfiguration.Finally,althoughthe dominant constraintsfortheMEV derive
from itsperformance atMars,:considcrationhas been given toitsETO launch. It
isconfigured to be launched ina few, large,pre-integratedsystems forminimal
on-orbitassembly. For example, the ascentvehiclecan be launched intactin a
I0 m diameter shroud,while the descentstructurecan be launched in 2 sections
forfairlysimpleon-orbitassembly and integration.
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Cryogenic All-Propulsive Vehicle
I. Introduction.
The all-propulsive chemical Mars mission u"ulizes a cryogenic H2-O2 fueled vehicle
which employs low energy aerobraking only for MEV descent, and an ECCV for crew
capture at Earth. High energy aerobraking is not required for any mission phase. All
missions axe conjunction-class, with a -300 day stay at Mars, 30-90 days of which is spent
on thesurface.
II. Reference vehicle design and operations.
The cryogenicali-propulsivevehicleisassembled ina SSF orbit.The TMI stageis
assembled with a core stageconsistingof a singleH2/O2 tankset,advanced space engines
(4),structure,and plumbing. Three modular tanksetsarc placed in linewith the core
tanksetto form theremainder oftheTMI stage.The Stage isjettisonedaftertheTMI bum.
At Mars arrival,theMars OrbitCapnnv/Trans-Earth Injection(MOC/I'ED enginesarcfir_
toprovide a propulsivecaptureof thevehicle.Aftercaptureand orbitinsertion,the crew
transfersto the MEV fordescentto theMars surface.The MEV descentintothe Martian
atmosphere isslowed by the aerobrake,which isjettisonedshortlypriorto landing.The
descent engines fire through an opening in the acrobrake created by jettisoning the engine
bay doors on the aerobrake.After a 30-90 day surfacestay,the crew boards the ascent
vehicle,which ascends torendezvous with theMTV. Aftercrew transferto theMTV, the
ascentshipisjettisoned,theTEI bum executed,and the MocfrEI stagejettisoned.About
I-2 days beforeEarth arrival,thecrew transfersintotheECCV, along with any scienceor
surfacesample payload.The ECCV then eithercapturesintoa SSF orbit,or executes an
Apollo style direct c .'3,. at Earth.
The all-pro_,:. +ire vehicle configuration, shown in the following mass summary
charts, consists of tJ.. xITV, MEV, TMI stage, and MOC/rEI stage. The MTV consists of
the transfer habitat, i_CCV, and airlock. The MEV consists of the descent stage, ascent
stage, surface cargo, and landing aeroshell. The MEV is packaged to ensure placement of
components insidethe wake protectionenvelope of thelandingaeroshcll.The TMI stage
consistsof 3 LH2-LOX tanksets,4 advanced space engines,and associatedplumbing and
sn'uctum.Overallvehicledimensions am -30 m dian_terx --65m length.
HI. Reference Cryo/Aerobraked Vehicle Mass Statement
The remainder of the information in thissection consistsof summary mass
statements for four all-propulsivecryogenic fueled pilotedvehicles.The firstmass
breakdown isfor a landed crew of 3 with a 90 day surfacestaytime,and allcryogenic
stages.Also includedisa Lunar vehicle,which isessentiallyan offloadedMars vehicle.
The second mass statementisfora similarmission with a lower surfacecargo payload (5
mt vs.30 rot),and storableascentstagepropellant.Storablepropellantfortheascentstage
allowsthe extended stay_rnc(90 days) withlittleriskofpropellantstoragesystem failure.
The propulsion system is also much simpler,and more reliable.The finaltwo mass
summaries are forcryogenicconjunctionclassall-propulsivevehiclesfor2009 and 2010
respectively.The primary differencehetwccn the two missions am the AV budgets (5781
m/s vs.6916 m/s).
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR)
I. Introduction.
The NTR offers a higher Isp than any currendy def'med chemical system. While
high energy aerobraking is an option for any mission, there are alternatives. The high Isp
of the NTR propulsion system provides the opportunity to fly both opposition and
conjunction class missions. The reference NTR vehicle exhibits a mass savings over the
reference cryo/aerobraked vehicle (-66 mr). The main advantage of the NTR, however, is
not the IMLEO savings, but the reuse capability of the NTR (only drop tanks and MEV
non-reusable), and the absense of a need for a high energy aerobraking maneuver. The
disadvantage of the need for technology advancement in the area of nuclear propulsion is at
least partially offset by the savings resulting from the lack of technology development
needs for high energy aerobraking (although descent aerobraking development wiLl still be
needed).
II. Reference vehicle design and operations.
The NTR vehicle is assembled in a SSF orbit. Two LH2 tanksets is jettisoned after
the TMI burn. At Mars arrival, the vehicle propulsively captures, and two LH2 tanks are
jettisoned. After capture and orbit insertion, the crew transfers to the MEV for descent to
the Mars surface. The MEV descent into the Martian atmosphere is slowed by the
aerobrake, which is jettisoned shortly prior to landing. The descent engines fhe through an
opening in the acrobrake created by jettisoning the engine bay doors on the aerobrake. After
a 30 day surface stay, the crew boards the ascent vehicle, which ascends to rendezvous
with the MTV. After crew transfer to the MTV, the ascent ship is jettisoned, and the TEl
burn executed. At Earth arrival, the vehicle propulsively captures into a high Earth orbit
(nuclear safe), and the crew _tums to SSF.
The NTR vehicle configuration, shown in detail in the following charts, consists of
the reactor and shield, MTV, MEV, and 4 LID. drop tanks. The MTV consists of the
transfer habitat, main structure, core LH2 tank, reactor/shield, and airlock. The MEV
consists of the descent stage, ascent stage, surface cargo, and landing aeroshdl. The MEV
is similarily packaged to ensure placement of components inside the wake protection
envelope of the landing aea'osheLl. The 4 strap-on LH2 tanksets are used for TMI(2), and
MOC(2), while the core tank is used for the TEI and EOI burns. Overall vehicle
dimensions are -30 m diameter, by -110 m length.
IH. Reference NTR Design History/Structure Trade
The history of the Boeing reference NTR vehicle is presented. The nuclear engine
greatly influences the overall physical configuration of any NTR vehicle. The necessity for
radiation attenuation between the engine source and the crew as well as the placement and
staging of very large hydrogen propellant tanks are two major considerations that are
unique to NTR systems. The following factors are applicable in this regard:
(1) Radiation dosage received by crew = 1/(separation distance) squared
Separation distance between the crew and reactor is a key parameter in reducing the amount
of reactor generated radiation that reaches the crew habitat module. Since the reactor
radiation dosage that eventually reaches the hab module is equal to the inverse of the
separation distance squared, grouping the lengthy propellant tanks into a axial alignment
rather than a radial cluster maxitmzes radiation attenuation by maximizing the separation
distance provided by the tankage/structure without unduly penalizing the vehicle with
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structure dedicated solely to extending separation distance. Doubling the separation distance
reduces the received dosage by a factor of 4.
(2) Axial alignment of tanks rather than radial clustering also allows the reactor radiation
shadow shield protected cone half angle to be smaller since there would be less projected
tank area around the reactor that could scatter direct radiation and thus become a secondary
source. Any reactor shadow shield would include a very dense layer of material such as
tungsten or berylium, dedicated solely to gamma ray attenuation. Minimizing the shield size
is important in keeping the mass down.
(3) Axial alignment provides more hydrogen propellant to be utilized as a secondary
thermal neutron shield in the direct line between the crew cab and the reactor.
The configurations shown are representations of various tank size and tank placement
options. It is beneficial from a shielding viewpoint to keep the Earth arrival propellant in an
'inline' tank just behind the reactor shield. It is beneficial from an IMLEO standpoint to:
(a) jettison the tanks after each burn
(b) use as large a tank size as the launch vehicle(s) can deliver
(c) use advanced materials such as metal matrix composites to keep the tank
fraction as low as possible
Other issues include: Providing for tank release and jettison; minimizing and facilitating on-
orbit assembly; anticipating meteor shielding requirements (with or without a protection
hanger at SSF); vehicle return for reuse refurbishment/resupply issues; artificial g
accommodations.
IV. Reference and Three Lander NTR Vehicles Mass Statements
The remainder of the information in this section consists of summary mass
statements for the reference opposition-class and three lander conjunction-class NTR
vehicles, and a detailed mass statement for the reference vehicle, including rationale. The
reference vehicle mass breakdown is for a landed crew of 4 with a 30 day surface stay
time, while the three MEV option includes mass summaries for 3 full size MEV's with 20
mt and 1 mt payload delivered to Mars orbit, and 3 "mini" MEV's, each capable of a 7 day
surface sortie.
V. NTR vehicle Mass vs. Opportunity Year and Reference Delta V
Parametric Data
The reference vehicle configuration was used to produce parametric vehicle data of
vehicle mass vs. mission phase delta-V. This data can easily be used to estimate an
approximate vehicle mass for different mission opportunities than those presented here.
The IM.LEO for an advanced particle bed reactor NTR vehicle was determined over a range
of mission years. The 2016 opportunity proved to be the most difficult, although it still was
almost 85 mt lower in mass than the reference NERVA-derived NTR vehicle.
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Nuclear Thermal Rocket Vehicle
Reference Configuration
Introduction
The nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) concept offers advantages of higher Isp than
cryogenic concepts, fully propulsive capture at Mars and Earth to avoid high energy
am'obreaking, and the potential for recovery and re-use of the expensive transfer habitation
system. NTR represents a proven technology; early versions were extensively t_sted in the
1950s and early 1970s.
Nominal Mission Outline
• The vehicle is assembled, checked out, and boarded in LEO
• The TMI bum occurs, and two empty LH2 tanks are jettisoned (opposition case)
• The MTV coasts to Mars
• MOI bums captu_ the MTV into Mars orbit
• Two LH2 tanks are jerdsoned
• The MEV is checked out. scparams from the MTV and d_scends
• The MEV am'obrake is jeuisoned prior to final approach
• The MEV touches down, and surface operations ensue
• The MAV ascends for rendezvous with the MTV, leaving the descent stage, surfar_
habitat and science equipment
• The MAV is jettisoned in Mars orbit afmr crew transfer
• The TEl bum occurs, and the MTV coasts back to Earth
• In expendable scenario, crew remm is accomplished with modified ACRV (MCRV),
MTV is jettisoned at Earth
• In re-usable scenario, MTV captures propulsively into high parking orbit (500 km by
24 hr) for 30 d cool-down period
• Crew rcmms to SSF using LEV-class taxi
• Post-cooldown, MTV is refurbished in SSF orbit
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Vehicle Systems
The crew portion of the vehicle consists of a a'ansfer habitat (common with other
concepts), d_ployabl¢ PV power plant, and an M:EV (common with other concepts). All
habitable volumes axe contiguously connected, and located at the opposite end of the
vehiclefrom the reactors.The ends of the vehiclearc separatedby a lightweighttruss
spine.
Pronulsion System
The reactor/engine is a technology-upgrade from the NERVA reactor of the 1970s.
A composite shadow shield limits both direct and secondary-particle-scattered dosage to the
crew and sensitive electronics. LI-I2 propellant is used. Four cryogenic storage drop-tanks
are located on the truss. Another, in-line propellant tank is for TEI and EOI; remaining full
for most of the mission enables it to provide extra radiation protection to the crew systems.
All propellant from the drop-tanks is flowed through the in-line tank, so that its supply
remains relatively un-irtadiated throughout the mission.
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Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP)
Contained within this section arc a vehicle description, operation mode, and vehicle mass
statement. Further details can be found in the NEP IP&ED document
The NEP vehicle uses thrust obtained as a result of charged particles accelerated
through an electric field. Argon propellant is f'trst ionized in the thruster discharge
chamber. The propellant, which is in a plasma state, is contained within the discharge
"drifts"chamber by a magnetic field. The propellant then towards the accelerating grid
where the charged particles are repelled out at an extremely high velocity. The charged
particles must then be neutralized to prevent them from coming back to the spacecraft,
which would negate thrust. An issue confronting the propulsion system involves the
expected lifetime of the thrusters due to cathode and grid erosion. Expected thruster
lifetime is 10,000-20,000 hrs.
The NEP creates electrical power necessary for the propulsion system with a
nuclear reactor power system. The reactor power system is composed of twin uranium fast
reactors. The reactors heat a working fluid which is used to drive turboalternators. The
expansion of the working fluid drives the alternators, producing electricity. The working
fluid must then be cooled for reuse through a radiator subsystem. The electrical power is
then conditioned for transmission and sent to the thruster system on the distribution bus.
Expected power plant lifetime is I0 years. Disposal locations of the spent reactors arc
TBD.
Mission analysis for various vehicles has revealed that hig.h power levels (20-40
MWe) coupled with low vehicle alpha's (4-7 k.g/kW) offer fast trips and low associated
IMLEO (400-600 t) for most mission oppormmues. Alpha is defined as the specific mass
of the vehicle and has the units of kg/kW. Since vehicle alpha's play such an important
role in vehicle performance, this technology area must be given serious attention early in
the development program.
Certain gravity assists offer significant benefits for electric propulsion, without
imposing launch window restrictions. The gravity assists that offer benefits are a Lunar
fly-by, Mars fly-by, and an Earth fly-by. During Earth escape, the vehicle swings by the
moon to gain a velocity boost on the order of 600-I000 m/s. During a Mars fly:by, the
vehicle approaches Mars with excess velocity, drops the MEV off, and conunues in
heliocentric space in close proximity to Mars. When the vehicle decelerates enough to
capture at Mars, the vehicle enters a highly eUiptic orbit to allow the MEV multiple attempts
to rendezvous with the transfer vehicle. The time frame for vehicle deceleration and Mars
capture is calculated to be the same as the surface stay time. An Earth fly-by is similar to a
Mars fly-by in the sense that the vehicle starts the deceleration phase of the mission leg,
later than it normally would. As the transfer vehicle approaches the Earth with excess
velocity, the crew is dropped off and the vehicle continues in heliocentric space. When an
Earth fly-byisemployed, the transfervehiclecannot rendezvous back with theEarth fora
considerablelengthof time (-200 days).This lengthof time may be detrimentaltothruster
lifetime.Therefore,therecommended gravityassistsareLunar and Mars fly-bys. These
fly-bys can offer trip time reductions on the order of 40 days total.
A major operationalissueconfrontingthe NEP is dep.anure and refurbishment
orbits.Due to differentialnodal regression,severedebrisenvn'onments, and Van Allen
beltradiation,theNEP isforcedto operatefrom LEO (400 kin)or GEO (35,000kin)and
higher. A LEO operationalnode would offerthe greatestadvantages for the NEP, if
nuclearsafetyoperationalissuescan be resolved. Preliminaryanalysisfrom Bolch etal,
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Texas A&M [ A Radiological Assessment of Nuclear Power and Propulsion Operations
Near Space Station Freedom, NAS3 25808, March 1990], indicates that a multi-megawatt
vehicle can operate safely in LEO. Electric propulsion, unlike ballistic trajectories, spirals
in and out of Earth Orbit in a circular path. This type of circular spiral eliminates the risk of
accidental Earth atmosphere re-enu'y.
V
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Nuclear Electric Propulsion Vehicle
Reference Configuration
Introduction
The Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) Mars transfer concept offers
advantages of a reusable, extremely high-Isp (10,000 sec) system; a fully
propulsive capture at Mars and Earth which avoids the n_d for high energy
aerobraking; great mission flexibility (relative insensitivity to mission opportunity,
capture orbit astrodynamics, or changes in payload mass) and low resupply mass
(the argon propellent required amounts to roughly a third of total vehicle mass)
Disadvantages of the concept are its high technology development cost; complex,
high-performance power system and large, liquid-metal radiator sysmm.
Nominal Mission Outline
• The NEP vehicleisassembled and checked out inLEO
• TMI isa slow spiralout ofEarth'sgravitywcU
• Just prior to Earth escape, the crew wansfers onboard using an LTV
• Thrustcontinuesthroughout_thcinterplanetarytransfer,firstacceleratingrelative
toEarth and thendeceleratingrelativetoMars, exceptfora 45 -60 day no-
thrust hiatuscnroutc.
• MTV fliesby Mars withlow relativencountm-velocity
• MEV separates fixan MTV for aeroentry
• MEV descends tosurface,jettisoningaerobrakcpriortolanding
• Surface operations ensue
• MTV continues decelerating into loosely captured, highly eLLiptical orbit
• Ascent vehicle leaves descent stage and surface payload on surface
• MAV rendezvous occurs at MTV periapsis; berthing and crew transfer
• MAV jettisoned in Mars orbit
• Reversal of interplanetary acceleration / coast / deceleration sequence
• Crew departs MTV for direct entry at Earth
• MTV spirals back to LEO for refurbishment (optional loose capture at L2 is
attractive,if refurbishment infrastructure is available them and ff rcsupply trips
D615-10026-1 479
from LEO use EP or beamed power propulsion for high efficiency)
Vehicle Systems
Primary vehicle systems are: power plant at the bow; radiators
amidships; main propulsion astern; vehicle bus; and crew systems near the
stern.
]_lL_t_/..,lllg_ - The power plant consists of reactors, shadow shields, boiler (heat
exchanger), electromagnetic pumps, and turbo-alternators. Two fast-spectrum
(UN-W/25Re) reactors are used for redundancy. The reactors are positioned in
linewith the main vehicleaxis to maximize mutual shieldingof the restof the
vehicle.A radiationshield(WBe2C./B4C composite)isrequiredaftof thereactors
toprotectthe crew and sensitiveelectronicequipment from directand scatmv.d
neutronand gamma fluxes.The shieldisshaped toproduce a shadow-cone with
rectangularcross-section,tailoredto thereactors'view of therestof the vehicle.
Lithium isthe primary coolant,pumped by redundant electromagneticpumps
through the boiler. The secondary, potassium loop, also pumped
electromagnetically,carriesheatfrom the boilertotheturbo-alternatorassembly.
There are 5 pairs of turbo-alternators(3 primary and 2 backup pairs),which
generate 40 MWc forpropulsion.Each turbo-alternator pair counter-rotatesto
cancel itsgyroscopic acceleration. This machinery is configured to permit
straightforwardroboticmaintenance accesswhen thereactorsare notrunning,but
the entireturbo-machinery assembly can be launched as one unitin a 10 m
launch shroud, alreadyintegratedwith the pumps, boilerand dormant reactors.
The potassium runs through the condenser pipes which form the vehiclespine
along thelengthof theradiatorsystem. Reduced-diameter, armored pipesreturn
thelow-quality(mostlyliquid)potassiumtotheboilertocomplete theloop.
- The radiatorsystem consistsof a primary assembly, an alternator
assembly and an auxiliaryassembly. A typicalassembly consistsof several
hundred individual,identical,sodium-containing,carbon/carbonheatpipes,whose
evaporatorends are bonded mechanically to the secondary-loopcondenser pipe.
Their radiatorfinsarc orientedin the plane of the overallarray,and arc bonded
mechanicallytogetherforoverallstructuralstiffness.The primary assembly cools
D615-10026-1
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the secondary-loop potassium; the alternator assembly cools the dynamic power
conversion system (turbo-alternators); the auxiliary assembly provides cooling to
the electromagnetic pumps during normal operations, as well as to the reactors
during shutdown.
Pronulsion - The propulsion system includes engine assembly, propellant storage
subsystem, and plumbing. The engine assembly has 40 individual ion thrusters
(including I0 spares) in a 5 x 8 rectangular array. Each thruster is 1 m wide by
5 m long; beam neutralizers are located between the thrusters. The argon
propellant is stored cryogenically in insulated, spherical tanks, mounted on the
forward side of the engine assembly via structural and fluid quick-disconnects.
Including tanks, the propellant storage system masses 185 t (~ 35% overall
vehicle IMLEO). This low propeUant mass is a strong msupply advantage.
)
Vehicle bus - Thrust loads are extremely low for the EP system. Probable
maximum loading is from impulses like ACS firings, berthing operations, and
construction and maintenance activity. The primary vehicle structure is the
armored, liquid-metal-carrying condenser pipes of the conversion and radiator
systems. Additional lightweight, out-of-plane stiffening structu_ for the large, flat
radiator panels is not shown. Astern of the radiators, an SSF-type truss continues
the vehicle spine. The crew systems are attached to this, and the power feeds for
the engines are deployed within it. Two communications satellites are embedded
in the truss near the crew systems, to be deployed in Mars orbit for maintaining
communication with Earth. Also mounted to the truss and not shown are
deployable solar arrays which provide habitat and vehicle power when the nuclear
power system is shut down (during LEO operations and interplanetary coast).
_g.g,3_It, I_- The crew systems consist of a long-duration transit habitat and one
or more MEVs (the reference design shows one MEV). AU habitable volumes are
contiguous throughout each mission. The crew systems arc wrapped around and
hung on the vehicle bus, as far from the nuclear sources as practical without
propulsion interference. The separation shown reflects an initial radiation shadow
shield designed for cr_w system separation exceeding I00 m. Electric propulsion
has the least sensitivity to increased payload mass, so an important option is
provision for multiple MEVs. A multiple docking adapter (not shown), would
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allow several MEVs to be used without altering the vehicle configuration
(additional propellant tanks would be required).
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Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP)
Contained within this section are a vehicle description, operation mode, and vehicle mass
staten_nt. Further details can be found in the SEP IP&ED document.
The SEP vehicle uses thrust obtained as a result of charged particles accelerated
through an electric field. Argon Propellant is first ionized in the thruster discharge
chamber. The propellant, which is in a plasma state, is contained within the discharge
chamber by a magnetic field. The propellant then "drifts" towards the accelerating grid
where the charged particles arc repelled out at an extremely high velocity. The charged
particles must then be neutralized to prevent them from coming back to the spacecraft,
which would negate thrust. An issue confronting the propulsion system involves the
expected lifetime of the thrusters due to cathode and grid erosion. Expected thruster
lifetime is 10,000-20,000 hrs.
The SEP creates electrical power necessary for the propulsion system by converting
energy from the sun into electricity through the use of solar arrays. The solar array is
configured in multiple strings to insure redundancy. The loss of individual cells to debris
and degradation damage is taken into account within the design. Direct screen drive
enables the elimination of high voltage power processors. Low voltage power processors
are still needed for heaters, ionizing potential, and other vehicle housekeeping tasks. The
power generated from the arraysispiped to the thrusterpods where theion engines are
located. Expected power plant lifetime is 10 years.
Mission analysisforvariousvehicleshas revealed thatpower levelsaround 8-15
MW offer reasonable trip times and low IMLEO. Increasing power raises the thrust level,
but the vehicle alpha (vehiclespecificmass, kg/kW) goes up as well. When both the
power plant mass and the power level increase you enter the dilemma of more power to
push more mass. In other words, there is a point where increasing power level doesn't
buy much since the mass has gone up as well. Since the vehicle is dominated by solar
arrays, structure, and ion engines, the vehicle alpha doesn't decrease as it does for the
NEP. Typical vehicle alpha's associated with SEP are in the 8-12 kg/kW for multi-
megawatt vehicles. Typical trip times for these types of vehicles are on the order of 540-
620 days.
Certain gravity assists offer significant benefits for electric propulsion, without
imposing launch window restrictions.The gravity assiststhatofferbenefitsare a Lunar,
Mars, and Earth fly-bys.During Earth escape the vehicleswings by the moon to gain a
velocityboost on the orderof 600-I000 m/s. During a Mars fly-by,thevehicleapproaches
Mars with excessvelocity,dropsthe MEV off,and continuesinheliocentricspace inclose
proximity to Mars. When the vehicledeceleratesenough to captureatMars, the vehicle
entersa highlyellipticorbittoallow the MEV multiple attemptstorendezvous with the
transfervehicle.The time frame forvehicledecelerationand Mars captm'ciscalculatedto
be the same as the surfacestaytime. An Earth fly-byissimilarto a Mars fly-byin the
sense thatthe vehiclestartsthedecelerationphase of the mission leglaterthanitnormally
would. As the transfervehicleapproaches the Earth with excess velocity,the crew is
dropped off and the vehicle continuesin heliocentricspace. When an Earth fly-byis
employed, the transfervehiclecannot rendezvous back with the Earth for a considerable
lengthof time (-200 days). This lengthof time may be detrimentalto thrusterl£fctime.
Therefore,therrcomn_nded gravityassistsarcLunar and Mars fly-bys.These fly-byscan
offer trip time reductions on the order of 40 days total.
A major operational issue confronting the SEP involves the Earth escape spiral.
The baselineoperationalmode callsforc'mw rendezvous with theSEP a few days priorto
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Earthescape via Lunar Transfer Vehicle. The Earth escape spiral takes 50-100 days in the
10 MW range, spending too much time in the Van Alien belts for possible crew exposm'c.
Radiation associated with the Van Allen belts causes considm'able damage to the solar array
while the SEP passes through the belts. Due to this degradation, the SEP must somehow
get tlu'ough the belts without the interplanetary array. Three possible solutions to this
dilemma arc (1) transf_" by chomical boost stage, (2) u'ansfer array scenario, or (3) transfer
by a b_m_ power EOTV. A chemical boost stage would effectively double the IMLEO of
the SEP, and is not recommended as a solution. The SEP truss structu_ is also not sized
for the loads of a high thrust system. A promising solution is to carry 2 arrays; one array
for the intm'planctary transfer and one array for the Earth escape spiral. Once the vehicle
has passed through the belts, it drops the u'ansfcr array at a location wher_ the array could
possibly bo used by another operation (beamed power) and deploys the main array. On
subsequent missions, the SEP can stage at ].,2 and have r_supply requirements furnished by
a beamed pow_" EOTV.
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Solar Electric Propulsion Vehicle
Reference Configuration
The solar electric propulsion (SEP) Mars transfer concept is the only non-nuclear
advanced propulsion option. It offers advantages of the lowest IMLEO of the four
reference vehicles; a reusable, exm:mely high-Isp (5,000 sec) system; a fully propulsive
capture at Mars and Earth which avoids the need for high energy aerobraking; great mission
flexibility (relative insensifvity to mission opportunity, capture orbit astrodynamics, or
changes in payload mass) and low resupply mass (the argon propellent reqtKred amounts to
roughiy a third of total vehicle mass). Disadvantages include uncertainty about how
economical the production of acres of solar arrays can become, and the need to deploy and
control a relatively fragile vehicle, which is bigger than six football fields, in space.
Nominal Mission Outline
f
• The SEP vehicle is assembled and checked out in LEO
• TMI is a slow spiral out of Earth's gravity well
• Just prior to Earth escape, the crow u'ansfers onboard using an LTV
• Thrustcontinues throughouttheinterplanetarytransfer,firstacceleratingrelative
toEarth and then deceleratingrelativeto Mars, exceptfora 45 -60 day no-
thrusthiatusenroute.
• MTV fliesby Mars withlow relativencountervelocity
• MEV separams from MTV for aerocntry
• MEV descends to surface,jettisoningaerobrakepriortolanding
• Surfaceoperations ensue
• MTV continuesdeceleratingintolooselycaptured,highlyellipticalorbit
• Ascent vehicleleavesdescentstageand surfacepayload on surface
• MAV rendezvous occursatMTV pcriapsis;berthingand crew wansfer
• MAV jettisonedinMars orbit
• Reversalofinterplanetaryacceleration/coast/decelerationsequence
• Crew departs MTV for dix_t entryatEarth
• MTV spirals back to LEO for refurbishment (optional loose capttm_ at L2 is
attractive, ff refurbishment infrastzuctta_ is available them and ff resupply trips
fromLEO useEP orbeamedpowerpropulsionfor high efficiency)
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Vehicle Systems
Primary vehicle systemsare:power plant; main propulsion; vehicle bus; and
crew systems.
_ZW.t,I.,P._ - The pow_ plant consists primarily of a field of solar arrays kept normal to
the sun line at all times. The solar array area requiteA to produce 10 MWe of power is
- 35,000 m 2 and is maintained sufficiently rigid and in position by a deployable area
truss (spacefram¢) one bay deep. Details of deployment of the lightweight solar cell
blankets across the su'ucm_ are not yet worked out.
P.;12P.R[[.il_ - The propulsion system includes engine assembly, propellant storage
subsystem, and plumbing components, split into two identical modules located at distal
ends of the vehicle bus. Each engine assembly has 5 individual ion thrusters (the total of
I0 includes 2 spares) in a 5 x 8 rectangular array. Each thruster is 1 m wide by 5 m
long; beam neutralizea's are located betw_n the thrusters. The argon propellant is stored
cryogenically in insulated, spherical tanks, mounted on the forward sides of the engine
assemblies via structural and fluid quick-disconnects. Including tanks, the propellant
storage system masses - 35% overall vehicle IMLEO. This relatively low propellant mass
is a strong resupply advantage.
- Thrust loads are exu'emely low for the El:) system. Probable maximum
loading is from impulses like ACS firings, berthing operations, and construction and
maintenance activity. The primary vehicle bus structure has two components: the area u'uss
covered by the solar array field, and truss outriggers extending sufficiently bar beyond the
edge of the solar array that the ion engine plumes do not impinge on, and therefore erode,
the power system. The crew systems arc attached to the nndcrbelly of the area mass (in the
center for mass balance). Two communications satellites are also attached to the mass near
the crew systems, to be deployed in M_ orbit for maintaining communication with Earth.
Also mounted to the mass near the habitation system are thermal radiators for the power
conditioning equipment.
_t,2_.lt, Ii_- The c_w sys_ms consist of a long-duration u'ansit habitat and one or more
MEVs (the reference design shows one MEV). All habitable volumes are contiguous
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throughout each mission. Electric propulsion has the least sensitivity to increased payload
mass, so an important option is provision for multiple MEVs. A multiple docking adapter
(not shown), would allow several MEVs to be used without altering the vehicle
configuration (additional propellant tanks would be required).
!
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Gas Core Reactor (GCR)
The Gas Core Reactor is, at present, a theoretical model with many developmental
questions to be answered before a working system can be developed. While it holds great
promise for high performance and short trip times, it is still the furthest from development.
In one estimate from NASA Lewis using an oplimistic development schedule, the first test
flight a GCR vehicle would occur in the 2016 time frame. This would not meet the national
goals for a manned Mars mission in tbe first quarter of the next century. However as an
evolutionary concept vehicle for follow on or continuing human presence architectures it
should not be dismissed out of hand, but requires better identification of a working system.
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Vehicle Comparisons
Shown on the nextchartam theoperatingenvelopesof nip time versusinitialmass inlow
Earthorbit(IML.EO) oppositionmission oppornmiriesfi'om2010 through 2025 forallthe
vehicletypes No Venus swingbys am used thatmight modify the oud.ineof some ofthese
envelops,particularlytheCryo/Aerobrakc and NTR. These include"hard"years,when the
positionof theplanets(relativeangle between planetpositionsislargeand opposition
occursaway from Mars perihelion)makes interceptcostlyinAV and "easy" yearswhen
thepositionsarc favorable.This isonly a setof operationsneeds envelops,itdoes not
considertherestrictionsof vehicledevelopment timeor readinesstomcct theseenvelope
dams, thereusabilityof thevehicleoraugmentation by ISRU (lunaror Mars sources).
The comparison between thevarioustypesofNTR (NERVA orAdvanced) and the
Cryo/Acrobrake iscontinuedinmorn d_mil throughthenextseveralchartssome of which
includesthe use of swingbys toamend thedam.
Allthevehiclesarecomprised ofpropulsionelements thathave bccn identifiedforfour
mission vehicleconfigurationmixes (involvingMoon, Mars zero-g,and Mars ar_cial
gravityconfigurations)and an esl_natcmade of the_velopmcnt efforttobringthe
individualelementsup toman-ra_d flightready status.The numbers obtainedarca
pmlimina_ esRmatc of thiseffortneeded tobringintooperationa setof working elements
fora lunar-Mars network. Itissubjecttochange asthe goalsand objectivesofthe
program become morn clearand thearchitecturefi'ameworkisbettorcl_fincd.
Itbecomes cri6caltounderstandtheoutstandingtechnologyissuesthateach vehicle
configurationpresentsinordertoevaluam thed_velopm_nt,costsand schedulingimpacts
thatmay be inherentinthevehicled_sign.The top issuesand theirconstrainsarelistedin
thissectionas wellas theoperaxionalissuesthatmust be solvedineach ofthese
configurationsbefore readinessisachieved.
The summary of thissectionpresentsa comparison ofthe advanced propulsionsystem
masses inEarth orbitfortheinitialmissionas vehicleresupply(rebuild/refurbish)and the
payload resupplymass forthereference2015-2016 missiontime flame.The advantages
and disadvantagesofeach configurationareoutlinedas a quickreferencetotheu'adesand
issuesthatmust bc evaluatedand defined.For every opportunityand every mission
scenarioatleastone vehicledesignthatwillfizlfiltheobjectivescan bc identified.
Pan of theWork Breakdown $n-ucmre has been includedto show the otheradvanced
propulsionoptionsthatexist,but were not used afterthe firstneckdown of possibilitiesfor
nearterm d_velopmcnt and inclusioninthen-ad_.
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